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ABSTRACT

Although the gap which separates our century from Plato's is

great, there is no philosophical gap. Plato's philosophy is

immortal in its relevance. And that relevanee extends to

every philosophical sphere of inquiry, and even beyond. But

there seems to be a tendency in contemporary philosophical

circles to narror/ü that range of relevance to only a few inter-

ests. This is dangerous, in that certain assumptions, usually

taken for granted, rule out ab initio the more important di-

mensions of Plato's thought. One of these assumptions, to wit,

that constructive metaphysics is illegitimate, is here denied

the special status which it has been accorded for so long.

Ttris is not done merely for the sake of non-conformity, but in

order to acknowledge the metaphysical relevance of Plato.

However, Plato's metaphysics is not Lhe sole concern of

this discussion. Another dimension of Plato's thought is con-

spicuously absent from almost every treatment of his philos-

ophy; and that is the existential. In the earlier dialogues

Socrates asks certain fundamental questions in the process of

inquiring into existential issues. Those questions strike at

the heart of metaphysical presuPpositions which pervade his in-

quiry. Ttre Socratic dialectic concerrì.s itself with rncovering

these presuppositions, and going further by relating them to
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the existential.
The topic of this tLesis, therefore, is the problem

of the relation of the metaphysícal to the existential in

Plato. The SocraËic inquiry is traced from its existential

grounds in the early dialogues to the metaphysical objects

treated explicitly in the later dialogues. But it is not a

study of Plato's dialogues per se. IË is an attemPt to is-

olate and interpret certain ideas contained within the Platonic

corpus.

Form and Space are for:nd to be the presuPpositions of

the Socratic inquiry. The status of Form and its nature are

discerned from not only a Platonic Perspective but also from

the more recent Process persPective. Form is discovered, upon

analysis, to be an ontologically prior actualíty. Space, whose

status and nature are also discussed, is thought of here as the

generic trnity of , what is usually called, space-time, and is

found to be a derivative reality. Finally, the relation between

Form and Space is examined in both an existential and meta-

physical context.
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CHAPTER 1

FORM AND SPACE AS PRESUPPOSITIONS

OF THE SOCRATIC INQUIRY

lüe, beholding as in a dream, say of all existence
that it must of necessity be in some place and
occupy a space, but that which is neither in heaven
nor iá earih has no existence. Of these and other
things of the same kind, rêlating to- the- çruq and
wakíñg reality of nature, we have only !þi"-dream-
like õense, aäd we are r¡nable to cast off sleep
and determine the truth about them.

This statement epitomizes the Socratic situation and general

setting of. Lhe early Platonic dialogues. It also has important

implications for a metaphysics of form and space: a topic which

shall be the central concern of this discussion'

At first glance, the above statement of Plato's may

seem to be an innocent coÍìment on the way we, as individuals

located in sPace, ordinarily tend to think abouL r.eality, i'e',

r^/e are somewhat reluctant to admit the possibility that existence

is not necessarily restricted to the spatial in charaeter. But if

one reflects on this statement in çonjunctiorl with the dialog-

ues themselves--for after all that is the purpose of the dia-

logues, to stimulate thought rather than to present a crystal-

t"jt** , 52b, trans., Jorvett.
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Lízeð result of it--one begins to realLze that the presupp-

ositions of. the early dialogues and the explicit statements

of the later dialogues, which are germane to those presuPp-

ositions, may be linked together in a more fr:ndamenËal meta-

physical framework, the Purpose of which is to cast off this

dream-like sense we have and determine the truth about reality.

Just what these presupPositions of the early dialogues are

and why they are paramount for the later thought it is the

purpose of this discussion to unfold. In order to arrive at

the notions delitescent in those dialogues, it is necessary

to consider, briefly at leasL, the dynamic aspect of Plato's

thought, particularly the concept of eros, since it is not

aX all possible to reach an understanding of what is occurring

in the Socratic dialogues unless one und.erstands the factors

underlying those existential situations.

Eros is soul with a direction. TLris brings to the fore

Plato's theory of Soul; an extremely rich and complex topic

but one that does not conceïrr us in any greaL detail here.

Only a cursory look anci a brief sketch will be necessary for

our purPoses. The most lucid statements that apPear in the

platonic corpus concerïting the nature of soul are the following:

. . .v7e shall feel no scruple in affirming that
precisely this is the esèence and definition
äf soul,'to tit self-motion. 2

2Ph"udrrl" , 245e.



and,

For nothing can be incorporeal and wholly 1nd always
devoid of ðolour, save only being of' the divinest
type, soul, and 'tis the proper and exclusive fr.¡nction
oÎ- this type to mould and make. 3

TLre first passage conveys the idea of soul as self-moving

motion (the essential nature of soul), and the second the

notion of soul as cause. Soul as self-moving moËion is the

more general notion and is something analogous to the !ühite-

headean concept of Creativity and the Schopenhauerian concePtion

of the l{ill: a Pure dynamism, unstructured and ulPatterned in

its activity. This is indeed a difficult concePt to lay hold of

and raises some very interesting questions of interpretation,

but if we think of this more general idea of soul in cÓntrast -

to the other, soul as cause, a distinction becomes clear

which calls for attention. To begin with, Lhe second idea of

soul expressed in the passage from the Epinomis is the idea

of soul as paLterned activity, since making and moulding both

aíe activities with a formal r:nity, i.ê. , rational activities

directed towards a goal. Now this is an important contrast to

be grasped; that between unpatterned self-moving motion and

patËerned self-moving motion. The latler, I think, can be rightly

designated as Purposive motion and is a more specific kind of

self-activity, while the previous notion is the more general

and gives a unity to all the kinds of psychical activity in-

cluding ". . . wish, reflection, diligence, cotrtsel, opínion true

3Epirroris, 981 b.
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and false, joy and grief, cheerfulness and fear, love and
4

hate. " Soul at this most general 1evel is a principle ac-

counting for all those more specific species of activity. At

this level, soul as self-moving motion is a metaphysical prin-

ciple of explanation. As Plato states, "the soul is f.at

older and far more divine than all those things whose movements

have sprung up and provided the impulse which has ph:nged it in-
5

to a perpetual stream of existence." Although Sar:nders, who

translated this passage, finds it 'mysterious and fat from. cer-

tain', it is a beautiful statement of the distinction I am trying

to stress. The divine nature of Soul is precisely the prior no-

tion of a metaphysical unity accounting for the more specific

derivative motions which are all those motions springing from it

and plunged into a perpetual stream of existence. These deriv-

ative motions of Soul, âs already pointed out, are patterned;

but they must be patterned by something. Soul cannot sLructure

its o\^rrì activity just simply as self-moving motion; as such it

is ethically neutral, without purpose. In order for Soul to

acquire direction, it must stand in relation to an object which

is formal in character, but not only this, Soul must stand in

relation to space (and time) since the spiritual activities

such âS, reflection, 1ove, feap, etc., are formd only in a per-

petual stream of existence (space and time), âs Plato says.

4L"r" , 8g7d.

5ruia , 966e.



I^Iith this rather brief glance at Plato's theory of

Soul, tlnlo important concePtions of Soul have emerged which

are extremely important f.ot this inquiry. TLre second der-

ivative conception of soul in the stream of existence will

concern us aX this point; the prior notion wíll prove to be

consequential much later when discussing Participation.
It is this idea of Soul in the world, or Soul in space

and time, that is eros. Eros is soul with a direction, and

that direction is always toward an object. Depending upon the

object desired the teleological activity of eros may be either

wholly rational or not completely so. This may seem rather

recondite but let me justify this statement by way of an ex-

amination of some important dialogues. In the Symposium I¡le
6

are told that "Love exists only in relation to some object'" ,

and that object is always the Good or the Beautiful. This is

eros in its most general sense--the desire of the Good or the

Beautiful. But the siLuation does not stay as simple as this'

Eros breaks up in the individual (precisely because of its

relation to the Receptacle: its location in sPace) and desire

becomes much more idiosyncratic in its direction' Because of

this inevitable dispersion of eros in the world, desire m¡y

take many directions and express itself in many vlays - But one

should not think that there is complete and irresoluble dis-

parity in the individual; the generic corÌcePt of eros embraces
7

every desire for good and for happiness. For a hint as to \'ühat

6symposium, 2C0c trans.
Trui¿,205d.

, tr{illiam Hamilton.
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is involved in this existential situation v/e shall look to

the Reoublic and the Phaedrus.

In order to r:nderstand

that occur as the exPressions

various forms of desire

the fundamental eros, Plato

offers us an image aS an analogy of what the human soul is

tike. This is the famous image of the charioteer and horses:

Let [erosJ be likened to Lhe union of power" +tt
a team-õE-winged steeds and their winged- charioteer.
I^Iith us men .:. it is a pair of steeds that the
charioteer controls; moreover one of them is noble
and good, and of good stock, while the other has
rhe õppãåiiã charãcter, and his stock is opposite. 8

Later in the dialogue a description of the horses is given.

One of the horses is white in colour and its actions are noble'

and honourable in character; he is a "lover of glory but with

temperance and modesty: one that consorts with genuine renovm'"

Of the other Plato says that his colour is black and appearance

shaggy; he consorts with !üantonness and vainglory and is "hard

to control with a whiP and goad' "

All this imagery is intended to paint the picture of

contrasted elements in the individual soul, not completely

r:nrelated, but nevertheless contrasted and accorrnting for ten-

sion and conflict within the human soul. As to the inter-

pretation of these images there should be no trouble in des-

cerning their meaning if we look to the Republic. In Book IV

the soul is said to possess innr:merable irrational appetites '

such as the desire for food and drink when one feels hunger,

the

of

SPhaed.rh s , 246a



and the Sexual aPpetite. There are numerous other \ÁTanton and

capricious appetites which can be rather distracting at times'

Ttris part of the soul is represented by the black horse, and

because of its capriciousness it is hard to control. But there

is also the spirited part of the individual. Ihe peculiar desire

of this part of the soul has, as its objects, honour, wealth,

nobility, etc. It is ambitious and desires to win. To this ex-

tent it moves in the sphere of morality. This part is rePre-

sented by the white horse. In its desire and direction it attains

a much higher degree of consistency and continuity as compared

to the desíres of the lower part. Tlris is conveyed in part by

the image of the white horse striving uphTard to\À7ard the realm

of eternal truth, and the black horse pulling downward into

the world where the objects of its desire are multifarious'

There is a third part to the individual soul which is

syrnbolized by the charioteer. The fr:nction of the charioteer

is to maintain, or venture to maintain, a reasonable balance

between the t\n7o steeds. This third constituent, represented by

the charioteer, is the rational part of the individual soul'

Reason though is not wholly concerÏ.ed with merely ruling over

the passions and 'spirit' . It is also a form of eros and stri-

ving and has a particular object of desire. And that object is

truth or beauty. As Demos states, the rational part "is an

eros of the truth and the energy torPursue it as weli as the

perceptiveness and retentiveness'rr This statement suggests stil1

P1ato, (New York:gRaphael 
Demos, Ihe PhilosoPhY of

octagon goäks Inc., L966r: P-93.
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another dimension of reason besides its role as an inhibiting

principle and a purposive striving toward truth and beauty and

that is that aspect of reason which 'apprehends' truth. Reason

as eros (striving) gets one to the place where he may behold

the realm of eternal truth and unchanging beauty; this is the

end, the goal of striving, where one passively apprehends the

Ëruth in an act of intuition.

A stâtement which attempts to caPture the thrust of

this analysis of the human soul is that eros is a teleological

activity patterrred by its direction towards various objects all

of which condition the individual soul in the sense that the

object desired or sought after is what accounts for individual

differences, just by being that object in whích the individual

takes an active interest. Because the individual takes such

an interest in his object, that object, in a sense, grants Pur-

pose to his aspirations. Just what that Purpose is depends upon

the direction of one's desires. This whole complex situation--

the individual eros, its direction and the object which is its

end--lends diversity and richness to human existence: something

which would not be present if there r¡lere sirnple sameness of

d.irection and object. One carr appreciate the myriad objects

that there ane, but rather than bringing our thoughts to bear

on the differences between each of them we shall focus on the

more fundamental conceptions vrhich gather them uo and give uS

a perspective from which to viev,r them. I^Ie shall also use these

perspectives as a springboard to launch into a more detailed



metaphysical analysis of these conceptions.

In the Socratic framework of the early dialogues, Plato

presents us with a complex existential situation. The later

theory of the eros is operative in these multifarious circum-

stances in an implicit manner, and, seen from the point of

view of this later development, vrTe are led to ask certain

questions concerning the nature of the 'erotic' situations

in these pregnant dialogues. To begin, how are we to r.rnder-

stand what Socrates is attempting to do in these dialogues

when he asks his interlocutors for the one rather than the

many (which he so often receives) ? And even if we come to an

understanding of what his basic intentions are' how are we

to proceed from it?

It is one of the purposes of this chapter to stress

that the early dialogues formed a base from which Plato de-

veloped his later metaphysics, and I think that it is possible

to r:nderstand what is occurring in these dialogues only by

T,ray of the perspectives of the later metaphysical developments-

At this point \^/e are concerïì.ed with the directions that eros

takes among the participants of the early dialogues. So from

Ëhe perspective of the later theory of eros--the notion of eros

as a creative force which strives to\^iard and seeks to appropri-

ate the object which is its aim--the éxistential r:niqueness of

the Socratic early dialogues shall be clarified.

In the Socratic situations found in these

Socrates represents, or rather personifies, the

dialogues,

creative eros
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as reason; true systematic reasoning which transcends the

many of existence and seeks the one which is beyond existence

but ax the same time explains existence, in all its phases.

Recognizi:ng anð confessing his ignorance, Socrates moves be-

yond a purely passive acceptance of derivative social values

and customs and cultivates an inward desire for truth, not

only in thought but in action as well. Hence love is neither

ignorance nor is it knowledge, since knowledge is not an act-

ivity of desire. Love of truth is, as Plato states, "of an

intermediate nature", and a creative activity which bridges

the gap between the eternal and the flux of nature and "pre-^
10

vents the uriverse from falling into tvüo seParate halves . "

Thus the eros of Socrates is an attemPt to bring basic prin-

ciples of existence into existence itself. In the language of

Kierkegaard, Socrates is seeking to appropriate the eternal

into the temporal. In the 'moment' of reflective action,

Socrates brings together the infinite and the finite, the for-

mal and the spatial, and captures the richness of their r:nity.

It is only momentarily that the particular_individual
is able tô reaLi-ze existentially a r:nity of the
infinite and the finite which transcends existence.
This r:nity is realized in the moment of [reflective]
passion. 11

This is truly the fullest expression of the creative eiqs, and

represents the character of Socrates himself aS r¡le find

losy*po"irr* , 203 b.
llKi.rk.gaard, Concludíng Unsgientific Postscript,

rrans. David F . Sõensoá, -(New-GrËey,-Trñceton ffiîvêrsiËy

I 'r'r

Press, 1968), p. L76.
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him in the dialogues. His interlocutors though represenË only

one among the many. In this sense his interlocutors are bound

to the spatial and this comes to the fore when they attempt

to ans\^rer Socrates' questions. For example, when Socrates

asks Euthyphro what piety is, after meeting him while he was

on his way to conderrr his father for murdering a slave, the

ans\^rer is that piety is just what he (Euthyphro) is doing at

that moment, vj,z., prosecuting a murder, whether it is a

father or mother or anyone else who is guilty of it. Ttre an-

swer of course does not do justice Ëo the concept of piety

since it is extremely limited and overly simple. To this ex-

tent Euthyphro locates himself in space as an individual doing

what is pious. Socrates is naturally dissatisfied, since

Euthyphro's ansvzer is a response in terms of an expression of

piety, or an instance of piety, rather than Piety itself . In

other words, the piety of his action is mistaken for the form

of piety. Here Socrates objects to Euthyphro: "Do you recall

Ëhat I did noL ask you to teach me about some one or two of

the many things which are holy, but about that characteristic
L2

itself by which all holy things are holy?" Tlris is a re-

phrasing of the statement that Socrates did not ask for the

many but desires the one.

Because of the ansT^rer offered to Socrates the eros of

l2E,rthyphro , 6 d.
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Euthyphro is essentially spatial in direction: in this par-

ticular case it is directed toward instances of piety, or,

aS Socrates says, "Some one or two of the many things which

are holy", and these have a location in space; in the realm of

action. Realizing the characteristically spatial orientation

of his interlocutor, and interested himself in formal consider-

ations, Socrates has to :uTy a different tack; one which will

alert Euthyphro to the limitations and inadequacies of his

thought and tr¡re his eros to the more furdamental formal nature

of peity. So Socrates makes his question (what is piety?)

more explicit for Euthyphro's sake, and reveals part of his

intenËions in asking him the question in the first place: his

question becomes:

show me what, precisely, this ideal is,
so that with my eye on it, and using it as
a standard, I can say that any action done
by you or anybody else is holy if it resem-
bieê this ideal, or, if it does not, can deny
that it is holy.

In demanding an an.s\¡rer to the question of what piety

or holiness is in the way that he does, Socrates is demanding

something which moves beyond Euthyphro's r¡rderstanding of

piety and yet swallows it up, so to speak, ât the same time,

giving a r:niformity and sameness to every pious or holy action.

In this \^ray, the characteristic, or ideal, Socrates is in

search of, is something formal and static in nature, since it

serves as the standard of pious action, and hence the very act

13

l3Errthyphto, 6e trans. , Lane CooPer-
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Euthyphro himself is claiming to do.

But the standard of holy action is not just something

by which, from an epistemological pount of view, wê judge

certain actions to be holy or unholy. TLre standard serves also

as the end of pious or holy action. The form of piety itself, "

in addition to it being an objective moral standard, is also

something to be appropriated into the sphere of morality so

that one t s actions , rather than being merely particular moral ,1. 
:

actions , are, in a sense, the standard of moral action itself . 
':': ': :'

, 
..., -,.., 

-., ..

If one achieves this, then one has moved beyond a purely sPatial ::'::: '

kind of morality, i.e., one in which the spirited, moral part of

the individual is trapped in the realm of the many (space) and

looks to the many as standards or explanations, to a true for- 
)

ma1mora1ityinwhichthespiritedpartisa11iedwithreason

andstrivestowardtheoneratherthanthemanyasthestandard
:

and explanation of moral action.

The earlier statement, that depending upon the object

desired the teleological activity of eros may be either 
,., ,',.,

wholly rational or not cOmpletely So, Can no\^r be understoOd. ':" ""'¡

Its activity is wholly rational if its direction is formal- .'.t'.'

!ühat this means is that the activity of eros is completely

uniform and consistent and has as its object a standard which

directs its movement. This kind of activity can only be achieved 
,,.t.,j,-

if the lower parts of the soul are subordinated to the higher:

if the spirited part, to be concise, is allied with reason

and acts in accordance with its decrees, and the apPetiLive

part plays a subservienJ role as the slave of reason.
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Eros' activity is not completely rational if the lower

parts are not subordinated to reason. Reason, for example, flâY

play a subservient role to the spirited part. Euthyphro is an

example of an individual in which this situation is chiefly

predominant. But this is not to say that his actions are non-

rational or even irrational. Euthyphro is basically a moral

person, but in his haste to cultivate that positive quality he

neglects any kind of moral or self-examination. As a result,

when asked by Socrates what piety is, he sees piety as the stan-

dard of moral action, located in the realm of action, in space'

He fails to see Ëhat any instance of piety cannot be the form,

or character, of piety. He stands in danger, then, of apProp-

riating a spatial standard of pious action, which is not really

a standard at á11, instead of the formal standard of pious ac-

tion which is Ëhe true standard, for it is the only one that

accounts for the various differences betrreen all holy actíons:

something for which the former utterly faÍls to account. Since

this is the case, the actions of EuthyPhro cannot be seen to

be wholly rat,ional.

Another Possibility is the appetite's ruling over reason

and spirit. This situation would be a totally chaotic one in which

the object of desire would change from one moment to the next

and hence no uniformity or shape l¡ould be discerníble over

all. There would be some discernible shape on divers occasíons

as when the eros has a particular object, ât one particular

time, in view. But as far as individuality and gniqueness

a1e concerned, they would be lost in the constant flux of
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desire for one object to desire fot another. Standards aTe

not even considered in this situation. Hence the activity

of eros here is not completely rational.

TLre analysis of the direction of the individual eros

in the Socratic dialogues may be further clarified if one con-

siders another dialogue: the Laches. TLre situation there is

similar in certain respects to the dialogues with which we

have been dealing. TLre conversation, for the most parË, is

concerned with the nature of courage.

Before asking Laches, his prime collocutor in this dia-

logue, whaL courage is, Socrates states that whenever one is

considering who is best at a certain art or virtue one should

consult the expert at it. Tlrat individual may have learned

his craft in either of two ways: from a teacher of the art,

or by himself. In either case Socrates raises an important

point rvhich turns the dialogue around and directs it to the

more consequential. In any philosophical dialogue concerned

with art or virtue the prior question about the nature of that

art or virtue has to be answered first before a decision can
L4

be reached as to which is the better mode of education'

The question is aimed at the foundation of art or virtue (in

this particular insLance, the art of courage). The ansvTer

Socrates wisheS to achieve is one which will bring to bear

before the mind. of himself and his interlocutor, the form of

courage itself: "that cortlon quality which is called courage

14L".h.", rgou-¿.
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and which includes all the various uses of that term." 
15

TLre interest that Socrates exPresses in the formal

rather than the spatial--a distinction his interlocutors unan-

imously fail to perceive--is the dominant theme of the Socratíc

earlier dialogues of Plato. And Yet, even though his Partners

in dialogue have a philosophical myopia with respect to form

per se, they are noL completely in the dark. Although Laches'

eros is typically spatial in direction, the objects to which

it points, so to speak, have a degree of form to them: spatial

form, aS it were. trlhen asked by Socrates to give that coilmon

quality which is courage, Laches replies that "courage is a

sort of endurance of the soul, if I am to speak of the universal
16

nature which pervades them all." Recognizing and pointing out

to Laches that there are various kinds of endurance not deemed

courageous, Socrates rejects his answer as explicating the

nature, or form, of courage. But it has to be noted that Soc-

rates does not reject his ansr^rer in total. There are various

kinds of courage that are deemed courageous. Tlrat is, although

these kinds of courage are not the nature or form of courage

itself , they are instances of that form. As such, they must

exemplify that form, or have that form, to a certain' degree.

This,\^/e may sâY, is what is meant by the phrase, spatial

form. (The status of sPatial form will be dealt with later in

this thesis. ) !Íhat Socrates obj ects to in the dialogue is not

15r¡i¿ , _Lgzb.
16tbid, r92c.
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the recognition of spatial form as such. Certainly he realizes

that there is such a thing. His objections aTe lodged against

those who vievT spatial form as the standard of action and as

the direction which eros should take in its search for unity'

Tlrat tendency invariably breaks down, aS v7e clearly See in

the early dialogues, and if persistence in the spatial remains

constant, despair is inevitable. The only way to conquer an

existence which would wallow in a 'pool of mud' is to move

beyond it in a search for explanation and standard by means of

dialectic- -phi1o soPhY.

The method of dialectic is the only one which
takes this course, doing away with assumptions
and rravelling up to thã fir-st principle of_ all,
so as to make-suie of conf irmation there. I^lhen
the eye of the soul is sr:nk in a veritable slough
of baíbarous ignorance, this method gently draws
it forth and gúides it upwards, assisted in the
work of convelsion bY thã arts - 17

one who engages in the activity of philosophy but fails to

move beyond the realm of the spatial (the 'pool of mud') is

not really engaging in dialectic at all, and is, âs one

Platonic scholar put it, "a mere lover of opinion, and he is,

as it were, sleeping his life a\iüay in a pursuit-!,7hich will
18

fait to give him any standard of values'"

Form surpasses its instances but at the same time it

includes them by giving them a i:nity. To look on the instances

lTRepublic Vrr, 534.

l8John lt. Rist, Eros and Psyche (Toronto:
of Toronto Press, 1964) , P --T -

::],ì

IlniversitY
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of form as the form itself is a case of mistaken identity.

One could say that Ehe characters that Socrates encounters

ane the personification of this mistake. The Socratic inquiry

takes the form of individuals located in space and limited

by space searching for principles and standards of value and

action. But the Socratic inquiry involves certain metaPhysical

presuppositions, viz., that there aîe those principles and

standards of value, and that there is a sPatial f'aegor ín that

very search which limits one to a certain-degree- this is ex-

planatory of the time and strain it takes to get the phil-

osophical inquiry on its feet, i.ê., the time it takes to

recognize the inadequacies and unsatisfacLory nature of the

spatial and the turning to the more fundamental metaphysical

inquiry into form Per se.

Now that some understanding has been reached concerning

the naËure of the Socratic inquiry, it is best to keep this

r:nderstanding in mind as the discussion Proceeds. The dicho-

tomy between form and space is pictorially represented by the

famous image of Lhe cave in book seven'of the RePublic.

In that image there are a nr:mber of prisoners who aTe

bound and restrained in such a r¡ray that they can only see the

dancing shadows of wooden animals and men cast on the cave

wal1 directly in front of them from behind their backs' A

large fire which enables the shadows to be cast is also a parË

of this image. Placed there from the time of their birth, these

prisoner-s mistake the shadows on the wall for reality and
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consequently their discourse is concerned with the terpsi-

chorean phantoms which parade directly in front of them, in-

stead of the true realíty which they cannot perceive. Hence

the unsubstantiality of these shadowy figures is exceeded

only by the unsubstantiality of the discourse of the cap-

tives
After sketching this rather disturbing situation, \À7e

are norr to SuPpoSe thaË one of the prisoners breaks the bonds

which hold him and turns to view the truth. There is a pain-

ful reaLLzation that his former discourse rtTas mistakenly based

Ltpoïr. appearance and illusion, but not before an initial per-

plexity at the whole situation. After having, to some extent,

digested and interpreted his place in the c4ve' someone forc-

ibly d.rags him up the steep ascent to the mouth of the cave

where he is once again blinded. It is at this point that ex-

istence and experience make sense. The pinnacle of the dia-

lectical process is the realm of pure form, static and im-

mutable, ês opposed to the changing and fleeting shadows of

the cave. But the ephemeral nature of the cave, OI SPace, is

not to be denied its importance in dialectic. The process

starts with the spatial, and the realization that we are fin-

ite creatures \^lho exist in space. But it also starts because,

as Kant says, man cannot help but do metaphysics (philosophy) t

For human reason, without being moved melely by
the idle desire for extent and-variety of know-
ledge, proceeds imPetuously, driven on by- an
inwärd äeed, to quèstions èuch as cannot be an-
swered by any empirical employqrent of reason'
ãi Uy princiþles thence derived. Thus in all
melt, as soon as their reason has become ripe
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fox speculation, there has always existed and
will äontinue Lo exist some kind of metaphysics. L9

I/Íith these considerations in mind, the remainder of

this discussion will be conceÍned with following the Socratic

inquiry to its principal objectives, and with an eye to de-

tecting its characteristic features.

It has been pointed out that there are very general

presuppositions of the Socratic inquiry. If the status of

these notions can be determined, vle shall go a long way in

understanding Plato' s later metaphysics

l96titiorr" of Pure Reason, traiLs . , Norman Kemp Smith
(New YorEr F-Tiartiñts press, 1965), p. 56-



CHAPTER 2

TTIE METAPHYSICAL STATUS OF FORM

After enunciating the most general presuppositions of the

Socratic inquiry, it seems natural at this point to inquire

into the status of those notions, and estimate their iutportance

for thaË very-i+rquiry which plants its feet in them. For reasons

which r^rill emerge later, the status of form shal1 be the first

candidate up for examination.

It is true to say that one of the most important prob-

lems, not only for Plato but for philosophers in general, is

that of form. The later Platonic metaphysics wifnessed an in-

terest in form that was the initial push of a trend of metaphy-

sical speculation that gained foremost importance from Plato

to the present. The career of form in the history of philosophy

is an extremely coloured one. Form has been called transcendent,

immanent, denotative, abstract and a r:niversal, to name only a

few. Some of these conceptions will be examined within this

chapter, but before dealing with them important issues have to

be raised as preliminary backgror:nd material'

A superficial reading of the dialogues suggests to the

reader that if Plato did anything in metaphysics it was to split

existence into two halves, or realms: the realm of changing

things which are always becoming and never really are ' and the

realm of r¡nchanging eternal being which is never becoming but,
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in the fullest sense of the word, is. In the

an example we are told that:

Timaeus by way of

That which is apprehensible by thought with a
rational account is the thing thaË is always
r:nchangeably real; vrleereas that which is the
object-of belief together with unreasoning
sensation is the thing that becomes and passes
away, but never has real being. 1

This passage is not only important with respect to stating a

dichotomy of existence but raises Some crucial questions in

epistemology. !tre have already seen that the existential con-

dition of -Soul in space, which is called eros ' is a psychical

dispersion into a tripartite unity. This is the inevitable con-

dition of finitude. One of the conseguences of this condition

is a bifurcation in the cognitive activity of individuals. Plato,

in the Republic and elsewhere, attempted to develop an epistem-

ology which he thought would do justice Lo the various kinds of

psychical activities. In the Republic, specifically, he delineates

a theory of knowledge known as the image of. the divided line'

There he divides cognition into two very general kinds of mental

activity: cognition of the visible world, and cognition of the

intelligible world. One thing, though, does run continuously.

through this analysis, and, for that matter, every problem Plato

sought to solve, and that was the typically Greek problem of

the one and the many. This problem runs like an abiding thread

giving r:nity to his inquiries. If we want to get an initial

grasp of PlaLo's epistemology in terms of this, wê could sirnplify

1

'Timaeus , 28a.
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the situation somewhat and state that cognition of appearances

is cognition of the many, and cognition of intelligible struc-

tures is cognition of the one. But this is merely an initial

simplification in order that Tríe may approach the divided line

not completely in the r:aw, so to speak. It will be for:nd that

the problem of the ?t" and the many even occupies the highest

steps on the ladder of knowledge

In asking important questions in epistemology such as

'ïthat do we know? ! ,- one Ëhing should be kept in mind about the

attempts Plato makes in trying to answer them. Ttris point is

best made by !I.J. Oates.when he says that

Plato's answer Ëo the problem of epistemology
runs absolutely parallel to his ontology. Tl-
other words, the- ansvrer to the questions, 'Inlhat
do we know?' ar.rd, 'HoTn7 do we know it?', cannot
be given without a simultaneous consíderation of
the question 'I¡Ihat is real?'. 2

TLre issue here is whether there can be an epistemology without

a metaphysics; and the Platonic ans\¡7er, of course' is that there

cannot. The recognition of an object of knowledge or belief

involves the concomitanL recognition of the degree of reality

that object possesses. And whether one has knowledge or belief

with respect to an object is contingenË upon how much reality

that object has. One can perceive,then, thaË for Plato episte-

mological inquiry rests on metaphysical Presuppositions. In ask-

ing the question'tr{hat do we know?' there is the more fr-rrdamental

zi,iltitney J. Oates, Aristotle and
(Princeton: Princeton University Press,

the Problem of
1e53¡;-þ.6. -

Value,
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question to be answered first, vLz., "l.lhat is there to know?"

The image of the divided line is an admirable attemPt to ex-

plicate this important relationship between the metaphysical

and the epistemological.

There is, first of all, cognition of the visible world

which P1ato, in the Meno, calls opinion--whether tethered or

noË. Opinion is not simple though. Because of a multiplicity

of appearances in the world, opini-on accomnodates the appear-

ances by becoming numerous also. Just as there are shadows on

the wal1 of the cave and the objects which cause them, so Lhere

is a kind of opinion in a shadowy state with no amor¡rË of sta-

bility, and there is a relatively more stable kind of opinion.

In the Republic Plato cal1s the first imagining 3 the second,

belief
Imagining or picture-thinking proceeds in almost total

disregard for anything except what is iurnediately present to

the mind. The prisoners in the cave are trapped in their own

ignorance and flow with rvhat is immediately present to the mind,

i.e., appearances. The shadows on the wa11 of the cave, then,

are to be interpreted as the appearances of real objects in

space: the relation between them being a causal one. 4 Concern

3Paul Shorey translates the Greek eikasia a9 Picture-
thinking or conjecture. These t\¡lo terms 9"pt9t9 tþis cognitive
state bãtter, I-think, than Cornford's 'imagining'.

4-'I do not agree
allegory of the cave.
eral way and makes no
Examination of Plato's

with I.M. Crombie with respect to the
He urderstands Lhis allegory in a lit-
atËempt at interpreting it. See, 4g-
Doctrines, (London: Routledge and Ke-

g an-Pãu1;196 Ð, -fÃ; 
-an 

d-TT a to : Th e qd\.,i-€gþ Appr en t i ce,
ilondon: 

'Routiedþe and Kegañ-Eül, -fg6ãJ, p -fOO
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T^rith appearance is the lowest and basest kind of cognition.

There is something analogous to this in Hegel with what he

calls sense certainty. In the lÞgnomenel-E5L of Mind he states

that:
TLre concrete content, which sensuous certainty
furnishes, makes this prima facie apPear to be
the richest kind of knõilElge, to be even a know-
ledge of endless wealth--a wealth to which we can
as iittle find any limit when we traverse its
extent in space aàd time, where that content is
provided beiore us. IÈ is--that is the essen-
tiat point for sense-knoweldge, and that bare
facË of being, that simple ímmediacy, constitutes
its truth - 5

In this sense, imagining is the bare apprehension of aPPearances.

Since appearances.are constantly changing, opinion changes at

the same time in accordance with the changes of appearances. If

one remains at this level of cognition one may find himself in

the Cartesian predicament of being unable to distinguish between

the appearances which present themselves during sleep and those

that present themselves during waking life.

Opinion which moves beyond the curtain of mere apPearance

to. the objects of which they are likenesses is one steP higher on

the epistemic ladder to knowledge. The question at this point is

"Hord do we get beyond appearance to its object?" The ans\Ä7er must

be as Descartes thought; and that is that aPPearances or ideas

as he called them., must have an objective reality. Of this prin-

ciple, Descartes says the following:

5H"g"1, Phenomenology of
(New York: Harper Torch Books,
pp. L49-150.

Ifind trans., J.B. Baillie,
Earper and Row Ptiblishers, L967) ,
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By the objective reality of an idea I mean that ín
respect of which the thing represented in the ídea
is an enÈity, in so far as that exists in the idea;
and in the same way r^7e can talk of objectice Per-
fection, objective device, eËc. For whatever we per-
ceive as being in the objects of our ideas, exists
in the ideas themselves objectively. 6

One thing must be stated in reference to this passage and that

is that the principle of the objective reality of ideas in Des-

cartes is not a represenËative theory of ideas such as r^le find

in Locke. TLre principle here is thaË when we attend to an idea

or an appear-ance $7e are not simply ¿ttending to a purely sub-

jective reality. trle are also attending Ëo an objective reality.

This is what is meant by the thing existing in the idea. In ad-

dition to there being a subjective reality, there is also a for-

mal reality which is the object of the idea in itself. TLre object-

ive reality of an idea captures the formal reality of the things

and because of this, points to the latter as a reference beyond

itself. If we attend simply to ideas qua ideas in the mind, as Tre

do in the stage previously dealt with, then we are attending to

ideas in their subjective reality only, and we are not paying com-

plete attention to ideas as they really are. TLre objective reality

of an idea is that aspect of an idea which agrees with the formal

reality of an object in an ideal sense. Thus, the more reality

an object has, the more objective reality the idea has- TLre an-

srÂ7er to the questibn "Hor¡ do we get beyond appearance to its

object?" is by complete inspection of ideas given in the lower

6Argurnents Demonstraqing !þ ExisËençe É q4 ?nd-TLre
Dis tincr.iõãTeffieri _ 

GegmetriIgl
ffirrar=ro" fiT; nãI¿ana*añãTõsil voL:-T;-frT:
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stage of cognition. Complete inspection will yield to us that

there are these tT,,7o dimensions of ideas: their subjective

reality--i.e., the reality an idea has as an idea in the mind

--and their objective reality--i.e., the reality an idea has

because of a tea1- objeet, and the. presence of the latter in

the former in an ideal sense.

Not only is the distinction between an objec¡ and its

appeararlce made but we may agree with Descartes and Hegel that

in making- this distinction there is also the recognition of a

self or subject which experiences the appearances, since the

recognition.of an object beyond íts appearances involves, ãt the

same time, the recognition of a subject in distinction from

that object. As Hegel ståted:

Amongst the innumerable distinctions that here
come to light, wê find in all cases the fulrd-
amental difference--viz., that in sense-exper-
ience, Pure being at once breaks up into the
two 'thises! .-'. one this as I, and one as
object. 7

The activity of the subject aË this stage of cognition is the

activity of making judgernents. Tlris is in contradistinction to

the pure passivity of the lower form of opinion. Judgements are

possible here because memory is present. In the Philebus we

read,

It appears to me thaË the colj r:nction of rremory
with--sensation, together with the feelings con-
sequent uPon memor! and sensation, may be said,
as 

-it terä to writä words in our souls' I

7H.g"1, Ioc. cit.

8Phil.b.r", 39 a.
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Because there Ís the capacity to make judgemenÊs on this leveI,

in virtue of the conjunction of memory and sensation, there

must be a unifying of images at this stage rather than a parade

of images with no thread of continuity. And with the capacity

to make judgements there is the Possibility of making true or
9

false judgements and hence there may be true and false

beliefs.
Now in the Republic it is stressed upon the reader that

belief and imagíning are both concerned with the visible world
10

and the visible world is in a perpetual state of flux.

Hence belief about objects in the visible world of flux is

never a stable thing. A_lthough I may make a judgement about an

obj ect, t'hat it is white for example, I cani never be sure that

it will remain white. If it does remain white, then because of

my memory, I can remember that iË was white before and make the

same judgement again about its colour. But if it changes colour

I may not recogníze it as the same object, and even if I do

recogníze it as the same object but with a different colour, I

can no longer say that iË is white object, i.ê., my belief

about its colour is now false since it is no longer white. I

now have to make a ner^7-judgement-about its colour. Hence our

judgements about objects in the physical world (space and time)

are not absolutely true, although they may be, in a sense ,

Lemporarily true. This is not the result of any restrictions

o'rbid, 28b, statesman, 278a-d.

loTh.""tetus, L52c-153d,Timaeus, 28a-b.
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on our cognitive abilities as knowers, but rather it is the

result of the nature of those objects ín space and time which

are subject Ëo our judgements.

One will never attain philosophic wisdom if one res-

tricts himself Eo this realm of existence , ot identífies Ëhis

realm of existence with the true reality which is the object of

philosophic knowledge. That kind of knowledge never has as its

object those things v¡hich change and flow through time. Phil-

osophic knowledge has a stable order of reality as its object.

Experience has taughË us that most of what r^7e perceive in the

world i.s very often not the reality we think it is. Colour,

shape, sLze, and a host of other perceptible properties are

contingent upon other things being the case. For example, dis-

tance may affect our perception of certain things. If the dis-

tance between a perceiver and an object is great enough that

object may be mistaken for another objecË. Or, Lf the light is

not intense enough in a room, blue may apPear black. But even

though the distance is not great and the light is sufficient,

still there is no guarantee that the objects of our percePtions

will remain the same. lüe cannot sâY, because of this, that the

reality we experience through perception is a stable kind of

reality. Ttre visible world is, as Heracleitus said, a river of

motion. As Socrates says, with Heracleitus in mind: -

Nothing is one thing just by itself, nor can you
rightly call it by some definite name, nor even
say iË is of any definite sort. On the cont-rary,
if- you call it -' large' it will be f or:nd to be also
smail; if 'hea\ry', to be also light; and so on all
through, becausã nothing is one thing or some-thing
of an! definite sort. Afl the things !.7e, are pleased
to sat 'are', really are in process of becomiog, as

:.:çl
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a result of movement and change and of blending
one wiËh another. trrle are râ7rong to speak of them
as 'being', for none of then ever is; they are
always becoming. all things are the offspring
of a- f lowing sÈream of change. 1l-

Just as the visible world is constantly changíng, so our cog-

nitíve sLaËes with respect to that reality will be constantly

changing.

It is impossible to see, because of Lhis, how the world

of flux should afford any basis for discourse and the search

for truth. PtaËo; tike Socrates; -is interested in formal con-

siderations and ultimately philosophic knowledge. Surely wisdom

is not contingent upoÏl the distance betr^reen someone and an ob-

ject, oï how inËense the lighË is in a room at a certain time.

The constant flux of objects in space does noË offer any sanc-

tion for philosophic knowledge; those objects eannot by their

very nature fr¡rction as the objects of the search for truth.

Dialectic demands permanen'ce'; There- must not be the f.ear that

as the dialectical process takes one uP the cave to philsophic

knowledge, the object of that striving disappears or becomes

something other than it was. Permanence in the object known

guarantees thaË the knowledge we have of that object will be

firm and r:nchanging

Those objects we are directed Lo\Àrard in our search for

truth arê to be for:nd, Plato believed, n.ot in this world of

changing appearance and sensible objects, but in a suPer-sens-

ible world; a world apprehensible by reason alone and not within

llTt 
"".tetus ,L52 d-e.
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the sphere of the sensible. If we can 1ay hold of those objects

which transcend the visible world, then we can truly be said to

have knowledge.

JusË as there are two kinds of opinion, so also Plato

makes a distinction between two kinds of knowledge. Ïhere may

be some disagreement by some in calling both parËs of the upPer

section of the line knowledge. Demos, for example' says that

the upper sectioït is to be interPreted as presenting the dis-
12

tinction between tlnderstanding and knowledge. I.M. Crombie

as another example, is not even sure what the distinction between
13

the two is. For reasons which will become clear in a few

moments, I shall maintain that in the upPer section of the line

plato was drawing a discinction bet\^/een discursive knowledge and

intuitive knowledge

TLre lowest form of knowledge--signified by the term

dianoia--is what I shall call discursive knowledge. PlaËo says

of Lhis kind of knowledge:

things which
world; and it
starting from

a principle
L4

!,Iith the kind of knowledge yielded by this kind of discursive

activity, the knower is still within the realm of sPace, since

there seems to be a fr.lndamental preoccupation with images '

12D.*o", op. cit. p. 282.

13r.u. Croribie , 4n Examination of Plato' s Doctrines,
Vol. 2, (London : Routleag-e-f.gatt-f",tf , 

-T96-3) pP' T5=76 '
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The mind uses as images those actual
themselves had images in the visible
is compelled to puisue its inquiry by
assumptions and travelling not uP to
but down to a conclusion

l4Republic, 510 b.
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Ttre image plays an important role as a model which keeps the

search for knowledge on its feet and going. As an elucidation

of this, Plato reminds us of how mathematicians proceed. They

start with certain basic unquestioned assumptions, of which

they do not feel compelled to give an accor-rnt, and with these

in mind they proceed through a series of steps to theír desíred

conclusion. Given the initial assumptions which are purported

to be true, if the steps follow logically from the assumptions

then the conclusion is true. lhis is wtrat is meant by the meta-

aphor of. travelling down to a conclusion. Very often this kind

of activity proceeds in and through the use of visible figures.

But knowledge here is restricted since the basic assumtions go

unquestioned. For example they assume that nr:mbers exist and do

not ask the fundamental question: I,riLrat is number? Their inquiry

then proceeds not up\^7ard to first principles of explanation, buË

downward to certaÍn conclusions. In this way the knower at this

stage has a faint glimmer of essences or forms but yet cannot

be said to have knowledge of them. He has a faint glinrmer because

he grasps those forms, of ngmber for example, through the par-

ticular images he deals with. Although his analysis proceeds in

a discursive fashion downward by use of visible figures such as

rectangles drawn in the sand, his claim, once he has reached his

conclusion, is not of that particular rectangle only, but of all
15

rectangles; indeed of the form of rectangle

Plato did not wish to restrict this form of knowledge

15s." Meno, 83a-86a.
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to the sphere of mathematical reasoning only. The notion of

discursive knowledge is a much broader notion than just the

procedures of arithmeLic and geometry. In the Meno Plato pre-

sents his readers with an analysis which seems to have gone

ulnoticed by some when crítícizing Plato for making belief and

knowledge completely disparate. Some contemporary analysts have

misrepresented Plato's theory of knowledge by poínting out that

kno-viledge is analysed in terms of belief , and that when Plato

separated knowledge and bel-ief he made a logical bh¡rder' But

Plato made no logical bh:nder, and did not seParate knowledge

and belief in the way that he is thought to have. In the pre-

sent dialogue r^7e read the following,

True opinions [true beliefs] are a fine thing and
do all sorts of good so long as they stay in their
place; but they will not stay Iong. The-y run arruay
'from a man's mind, so they are not worth much r¡r-
til you tether them by wolking out the reason. Once
they are tied down they become knowled-g9, and are
stafile. Tlrat is why knowledge is something m_ore

valuable than right opinion. Inlhat distinguishes one
from the .other iõ the' tether. L6

The core of the argument here ís that, from a practical point

of view, true beliefs are essentially no different from know-

ledge, since both will lead one to the same right action' But

from a logical point of view, they differ.- Ûne has a tether

and is Secure because of it, while the other does not' In other

words, knowledge is true belief with a justification, a logos, and

true belief is simply a belief without a justification' At

16tbid,98a.
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the risk of becoming too simplistic, I shall state that this

is basically where contemporary analysis has got in an attempË

to r¡nderstand the concept of knowledge. One noËable anal-yst,

for example, argues thaË,

S knows Ëhat P if , and only if , (í). it is true
that P, (ii). S believes that P, (iii). S is
completely justified ín believing that P, (iv).
S is completely justified in believing that P
in some \üay that does not depend uPon any false
statemenË. L7

Non, it is my contention thaË although Plato did not expLicitly

state as much, iË cannoË be argued because of this that he com-

pletely separated knowledge and belief; he did not do thaË as

is clear from the Meno. There is a point, ho$rever, that calls

for attention. Some scholars have pointed out that the Meno and

tåe Republic differ wiLh respect to the objects of knowledge.

The former argues, aS \^ras noted, that the things in the visible

world can be objects of knowledge, whereas the latter dialogue

reserve.s.that te.r,m-for loftier Ëhings: viz-,- _the forms-- -Ttris-may

present an initial difficulty for our interpretation, but I

think Crou¡bie is correcË in holding thaË there is a kind of
18

'mr:ndane' knowledge in Plato. From a textual point of view

this may not be clear, but from a philosophical point of view

it has to be said that Plato is not denying the existence of a

mundane form of knowledge, since even in the Republic he states

that "The artist, wê SâY, this maker of images, knows nothing

l7t<.iah Lehrer, Knowledge, (oxford: oxford llniversity
Press, L974) , p.2L.

Apprentice, pp. 105-106.18r.¡1. croribie, Plato: The Uld¡ql€e r
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of the reality, but only the appearance." 
L9

Knowledge of things in the visible world may be êonsidered

a discursíve kind of knowledge for the following reason. Taking

a cue from what Socrates says in the quote above (that the tether

is a working out of the reason why a true belief is true), ít

can be stated that Ín working out a justification for a true be-

lief we have moved from a mere opinion which happens to be true'

to knowledge. Tlris movement, which begins with an initial opinion,

proceeds through a series of steps to a justification of the or-

iginal opinion. If the justification is sound, it raises the in-

itial opinion to knowledge. Take Socrates' example as a case. If

someone judges correctly about which road will take him to his

desired destination, though he has never been to the place, he

cannoL be said to know that that road is the correct one, even

though he has an opinion. Although he will arrive at the destin-

ation because he believes correctly, he does not know that he will

arrive at the destination. But when he arrives at his destination,

then we may say that he knows that the road he took on his jour-

ney to the city is the correct road to take. T'he true belief has

become knowledge simply because the experiences he had were such

that they justified his true belief ; in the rvords of Socrates,

he worked out its reason.

Although Plato, in delineating rvhat he means by discur-

sive reasoning as a vehicle for what I have termed discursive

knowledge, employs, in the main, the model of geometrical

i.:. , :.::.:;

'.';
I:-:i

I

I

l9Repub lic , 601ff.
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science, it has been shown that mathematícal knowledge is not

the only kind of discursive knowledge. T'here is, to use Crom-

bie's term, a'mrrndane' kind of discursive knowledge--such as

knowing the way to Larissa.

Discursive knowledge, hohrever, is not philosophical

knowledge. Plato tells us that,

Geometry and those other allied subjects do
in some measure apprehend reality, but we ob-
serve that they cannot yield anything clearer
than a dream-like vision of the real so long
as they leave the assumptions they employ r-lr-
questioned and give no account of them. 20

and,

Furthermore reasoning is, I suppose, ãt its
best when none of these senses intrudes to
trouble the soul, neither hearing nor sight
nor pain nor pleasure; when it is, so far as
may be, alone by itself, taking leave of the
body, and having as little cormunion and con-
tact therewith while it reaches out after
reality.

I^Ihereas geometrical reasoning proceeds with the aid of at

least visible figures, there is another kind of reasoning

that proceeds without the aid of anything visible or bodily.

This kind of reasoning Plato calls dialectic. Dialectic is the

means Lo, what I called earlier, intuitive knowledge, and

its goal is to grasp that reality which is unchanging and

permanent and is not contingent upon anything but itself.

20Republic, 533b.

36

2t

21Ph..do, 65c.
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Since we can never get a Permanent grasP of those things which

are by nature devoid of permanence, "it follows then that rea-

son. .. , and knowledge that gives perfect truth, are foreign to
22

them. " Hence,

I^Ie f ind f ixity, purity, truth and whaË we have
called perfect clarity, either in those things
that are always unchanged, r:naltered and free
of all adnixture, or in what is most akin to
them: everything else must be called inferior
and of secondary importance. 23

Intuitive knowledge is that knowledge which is the goal of the

Socratic inquiry. The urchanging reality which intuitive know-

ledge has as its object is what Plato calls form. Rational in-

tuition is that rather rare mode of cognition which is the in-

tellectual apprehension of an object as it is in itself. But it

is not the coutmon apprehension of objects in space, rather it is

the grasp of those factors which underlie and give unity to those

objects--the apprehension of form per se. So f.at as this is Poss-

ible, wê may be said to have .grasped -the nature of existence in

all its modes, since a grasp of the fr:ndamental features of ob-

jects in space means also a grasp of those objects qua objects

in space. The master of dialectic, Socrates tells us, is one
24

who is able to account for the form and existence of each thing.

The apprehension of intelligible structures is not a

cold affair though. Once a man has achieved philosophic knowledge

22Phil.b,r" , 59b.
23tbid,59c.
24Repub1ic, 534b .



or r^risdom, he cannot help but be a just man. According to the

di-ctates of reason and the understanding of reality that he

has, "the just man does not allow the several elements in his

soul to usurp one another's function." 
25 

Justice, oÍ virtue,

is wisdom, or philosophic knowledge. The apprehension of ín-

telligible structure (forms) is not only the apprehension of

a metaphysical reality, i.ê., the grourd of an object's ex-

istence, it is also the apprehension of a moral reality which

transcends space and serves as a stan<lard of acËion. To sum uP,

the intuitive grasp of form is the grasp of a multi-dimensional

sphere of reality which necessarily leads one to courageous,

temperate, and just acts
26

, as well as being a grasp of

reality. (The multi-dimensional reality of form shal1 be dealt

with and clarified in the next chapter. ).

This fourth and highest kind of cognition moves uP

from assumptions or hypotheses to first principles, r:nlike dis-

cursive reasoning which moves in the opposite direction. And,

"it makes no use of the images employed in the other section;

but only of Forms, and conducLs its inquiry solely by their

rneans. rl
27

But whereas the lower mundane kind of knowledge

moved down from assr:mptions to conclusiotls, or beliefs to know-

ledge by working out their reasons, d.ialectic which is being

described in the above passage really does not 'move' in Ëhe

38

25rbid,

26 l;bLd,
27 rbLd,

443 d.

44L- 442 .

509.
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way discursive reasoning does. One does not move from form

to form. One may be said rather to grasp each form in its

richness as it is in itself . TLre 'movement', if it can be

called thaL, is really the recognition of necessary or in-

trinsic relations among forms, and this recognition is achieved

via an expanding focus of attention, i.ê., the expanding in-

tuition of many forms in necessary relation from the intuition

of one form which seemed to be isolated. l,Ie may be able at

times to focus on particular forms but if we could apprehend

all forms in a moment of intuition r¡re could concede a realm

of form which is essentially one. Tlris kind of intuitive abil-

ity on the part of the knower, whether it be of one form or

many forms, is possible because the mind is in touch with

reality: this is the meaning of the myth of recollection which
28

appears throughout the middle and late dialogues. Ttre myth

is that in a previous lifetime, before incarnation in the body,

each soul was in communion with the forms,' and hence the pro-

cess up the cave from ignorance to knowledge is one of recol-

lection. Tlris is a myth though and because of this demands in-

terpretation. And the interpretation is basically that the mind

or soul is able to grasp the forms; in the words of the Phaedo,

it is akin to the forms by its very naËure. If we l'¡ere to deny

this, oI deny that forms even existed, wê would destroy the

rationality of discourse.

If a man refuses to admit that forms of things

28r,{"oo, 81 d ff., phaedo, 72 e-78 b, Phaedrus, 34g e-250 d, 
iPhilebus , T-b



exist or distinguish a definite form in every
case, he will have nothing on which to fix his
thought, so long as he will not allow that each
thing has a character which is always the same;
and in so doing he will completely destroy the
significance of all discourse. 29

To harken back to what was stated earlier, the objects

in space that are constantly changing cannot by their nature

serve as the sanction for philosophic knowledge; our minds

must grasp something more fr:ndamental. Even though our bodies

exísË in space, our souls do not, Plato sËresses. Our souls

are akin to those things which are most like them and that is

what is invisible and apprehensible by thought only: the forms.

To deny that forms exist or that the mind can grasP them is to

deny that rational intuition can get beyond space. Plato clearly

rejects this. There is philosophic knowledge and hence forms

must exist and the mind must be in touch with them. A¡rd if the

mind is, in Some Sense, in touch with forms, then forms must be

present to the mind when -the mind intuits them. 'That is, there

must be a kind of participation of forms in the minds when dis-

course and dialectic proceed. This brings to the fore a cen-

tral point in the upcoming analysis of the metaphysical status

of form, and should be kept in mind since it will be referred

to Presently.

Here we are finally in a position to atËemPt an ans\r7er

to the question, "ülhat ís the status of form?" TLre excursion

29P"ro,.rrides, 135 b-c.
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into the relation between metaphysics and epistemology was not

irrelevant to the problem now at hand. By sketching Plato's

theory of knowledge, as Târe find it in the image of the divided

line, wê set the stage for a search for the correct ansrâ7ers to

this important question.

' In a little book entitled, Essays on Philosophical

Method, the author, R.M. Hare, suggests an inËerpretation of

form which he thinks is an adequate, indeed the only adequate

view of form and one which he furËher thinks is true to Plato's

philosophical intentions. According to Hare, forms are mental

images. He arrives at this posit.ion by way of an epistemological

analysis. First he asks the question, "trltlat is happening in

Plato's experience when he,was, as he would have put iË, seeing

or apprehending an idea?" 
30 

Hare, after asking this question,

goes innnediately Lo the image of the divided line fot an ansrÂ7er,

and rightly so. But he goes to the wrong place on the líne, to

discursive reasoning rather than intuitive reasoning. There he

talks about the procedures of the mathematicians and their use

of visible figures. He concludes here that just as lve see a

figure such âs a triangle with our eyesr So also the mathema-

tician sees triangle-ness itself with their minds. lfLrat must

PlaËo mean by this? In an attempt to fathom the ans\^Ier he makes

a rather sLriking statement for which he offers no argument, and

that is: "l{hat we do when we are thinking may be classified into

3on.u. Hare, Essays on
The MacMillan Press Ltã:l-Tg'7Tr,

Philoso
p. s7.

hical Method, (London:
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first, talking to ourselves, and secondly, the forming of men-
31

tal images. " Notice here that there is no room for rational

intuition if Hare is right, buË since this is not my central-

concern, I shall grant Hare the point and see if it is consis-

tent with what Plato says.

He discards talking with oneself as Ëhe seeing of. a

form, because, he says, when we talk to ourselves, T¡/e are

talkíng about forms in order that \¡te may possibly see or appre-

hend them. I^Iith great assurance in his r:njustified analysis of

thinkíng, he concludes that by the process of elimination,

"what was happening when Plato was 'seeing' an idea was something_
32

falling within the vague class 'the forming of mental images'."

lJtrat Hare means by mental images are 'quasi-visuaf images and

imagined smells, sounds and feelings which we have, such as the

feeling of lust, he says.

Now Hare's argument is that the apprehension of a form

is actually the forming of a mental image, and he concludes from

this that forms are mental images. It is odd that at one point

in his discussion he says, "I am not suggesting that Plato equated

his ideas with any mental images. He, Ít goes without saying,
33

would have dissented from this identif icati-on- l'- But almost

iurmediately af ter saying this, he goes on to say that ". . . Plato

attributed the highest sort of reality Lo what r^¡e rsould call a

31tbid, p.61.

32tbid, p.62.

ü 

.
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33Lo". cit.
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mental image." He has contradicted himself at this point.

But even if he had not contradicted himself his thesis is

still incorrect. TLre entertainment of menËal images such as

those listed by Hare form the lowest kind of cognitíon, as \úe

saw earlier. Imagining, or picture-thinkitg, was placed on the

bottom of the divided line. Plato certainly did not view fo::uts

as mental images: how could a mental image fr,mction as the for-

mal cause of an object in sPace? Ihe answer, of course, is in

no r¡ray at all. Mental images such as quasi-visual images are

derivative not fr:ndamental, as Plato believed forms are.

Continuing with thl effort to be as fair as possible

to Hare, it shall be assumed, ât this point, that what he meant

by a mental image was a concept ra¡her than actual images in

the mind. So when Hare stated Lhat the seeing or apprehension

of a form is the forming of a mental image, what he means by

the latter, is the formation of a concept. If this is what Hare

means, he has touched on a much more Paramount issue than what

he appeared to mean. But there is still roon for disagreement

with our author.

To begin with, hís argumenË that forms are concepts is

invalid. It may well be the case that when one apprehends a form

he is forming a concept, but it does not follow from this that

the form is Ëhe concept. The concept which is being formed' in

the act of apprehension is 'of' the form, and not the form itself.

lJhen discourse proceeds , as uTas noted earlier, the forms are in

34

34Lo.. cit.
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some sense present to the mind, or minds, discoursing, buË

present in the sense of being contained in the concepts whích

are of those forms. Hare should have asked the more important

question: how do we get from concepts to forms? And the ansr,trer

is in the same vray as we moved from appearances to objecËs in

the realm of opinion; by the recognition of an objective reality

to the ideas, and in this case, concepts. Ihis is the way in

which form participates in the minds which discourse about

them. Concepts contain the reality of forms in an objective or

ideal sense. Tlrere is a subjective reality to concepts as well,
just as there is for ideas or appearances, and that is the re-

ality a concept has for a knower in space as that which orders

his experience.

This brings up another point of criticism. In concen-

trating on mental images or concepts as having reference to

physical objects only, Hare was moving in the wrong direction,

and hence against the intentions Plato has in setting up his

program for education and dialectic in the Republic. The Soc-

ratic inquiry is a movement of thought up the line or cave to-

ward form, in opposition to space. Hare views mental images, or

concepts, âs having reference to what is spatial only. And what

is more, seeing them as hypotheses requiring no justification.

In this wây, he is in the position of the geometricians who as-

sume the existence of number without asking what nu.uiber is. Start-

ing with their assumptions they move down the line to objects via

visible figures. Hare makes the same move. Rather than following
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the Socratic inquiry to form he remains content with the spatial

by resting his analysis on experience with the notion that forms

are concepts and concepts have a subjective reality on1y, i.€.,

apply only to experience.

Ttre Socratic inquiry does not stoP at coneePts. Concepts

applied to experience yield discursive knowledge only. Dialectic,

it was stated earlier, moves up from assumptions to first_Prin-

ciples. To remain with concePts only is to terminate the Soc-

ratic inquiry prematurely and on the wrong side of the divided

line: on the epistemological side rather Èhan the metaphysical

side. As an example of the Socratic inquiry that proceeds all

the way to form, we have an illustration in the middle dialogues:

the quest is for the form of beauty.

And this is the way, the only wãY, he must approach
or be led toward the sanctuary of Love. Starting
from individual beauties, the quest for the r¡river-
sal beauty must find him ever mounting Lhe he-avenly
ladder, stepping from rung to rung--that is from
one to traro,-ánd-from two to every lovely body, from
bodily beauty to beauty of institutions; from in-.-
stitutions tô learning in general to the special
lore that pertains to nothing but the beautiful it-
self--unti1 at last he comes to know what beauty is. 35

and,

It will be neither words, nor knowledge, nor a
something that exists in something else, such as
a living creature , or the earth, or the heaven's 'or anytñing that is--but subsisting of itself and
by itäelf ln an eternal oneness, while eYery lovely
thing partakes of it in such sort that, however
much-the parts may \^7ax and wane, it will be neither
more nor iess, but still the sarne inviolable whole. 36

35s'..*po"il-,, 2rLe.

36rbid, zLLb.
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It is clear from Ëhis that the Socratic inquiry moves through

concepts Ëo form and does not rest in concepts themselves mis-

taking them for form at the same time. If forms vrere concepËs,

then eros would have nothing to strive tor¿ard but its or¡ûn con-

cepts. But this ís precísely what SocraËes wishes to dissuade

his interlocutors from doing. There must be the recognition of

a reality beyond mere concepts in order for eros to move 1t.-
atively toward its quest for wisdon. TLre notion of forms as

concepts is one example of the dream-like sense we have thaË

all things must exist in space. To remain with concepts is to

remain with one' s o!ìm experience, and hence in space.

To be true to the Socratic inquiry and the scíence of

dialectic, then, wê must proceed up the line to intuitive rea-

soning which by nature crosses over the line to the metaphysical

and engulfs or appropriates its objecËs: the forms.

In our attempt to fathom the ans\irer to the question of

what form is, we will consider tl^lo important figures who have

appeared in the present century with an abiding interest in the

problem of form. They are Santayana and l^lhitehead.

Plato makes a very general distinction between being

and becoming, as rnre have seen. Of the relation between the two

realms he states that the visible world of process is the copy

of being, or form. To quotê: "... the world has been fashioned

on the model of that which is comprehensible by rational dis-
37

course and understanding and is always in the same staËe."

37Tir"..rr", zg a.
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lJhat this passage means, essentially, is that the flux of

nature is derivative by being contingent on that which is

metaphysically necessary; the forms. In this way fo:m is prior

to nature which is Posterior. TLre priority of form here sug-

gested is an ontological priority and noÈ a temporal priority'

In order to understand just what this kind of priority is, T¡le

may Lurn to Aristotle who says a lot by way of e>çlanation'

Some things are described as prior and posterior
in respecl of their nature anã substance; all
those, namely, which can exj-st without others,
whereas othels cannot exist without them. Tttis
distinction was recognized by Plato. Ïn a sense
therefore, all things called 'prior' or 'post-
ãiiot' are so. cal1eã io this räspect. 38

If form is understood in these terms then we can say that form

can exist without things, whereas things require forms for

their existence. This is certainly true of Plato, as Aristotle

has pointed out. But we need more than this if we wish to an-

swer the question of the status of form. So far we have man-

aged only to explicate the relation between form and the world'

TLre anshrer to the question must be couched in teruts of what

form is in itself. Unfortunately Plato does not say anything

in the dialogues themselves in this regard. Our analysis, then,

must depart from the text somewhat, and this is where a Lurn

to Santayana and l^Ihitehead will be helpful'

since it has not been shown in any adequate \^/ay, to

this point, why form is prior and. not dependent upon the world,

3SM"taphysics Book 5, chapter II, trans', John
lüarrington.
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our following deliberation on the nature of form will proceed

in the following way. I¡Ie shall compare and contrast two fund-

amentally different views of form--form as actuality and prior,

and form as possibility and dependent--and in the search for

a consistent metaPhysics of form, the notion of form as act-

uality and prior will be found to be the only adequate theory'

A distinction that Santayana makes, in the same vlay

that Plato does, iS between essence and existence. The former

is a principle of pattern and intelligibility, while the latter,

characterLzed by radical flux and instability, is that matrix

upoîl which the former confers determination and pattern thus

enabling a kno\^7er to recognrze a specific region of matter with

a shape, i.ê., a thing. If it were not for essence or form per

sê, the mind would not be able to grasp the flux of existence

and know that there is a profluence of events. Hence it is

only insofar-as there is a principle''of Pattern, oI static

factor in reality, that a knower is caPable of discerning

this bifurcation of reality. As Santayana himself says, "Ess-

ences by being eternally what they ape, enable existence to

pass from one phase to another and enable the nind to note
39

and describe the change." Plato is in agreement here.

The forms in the PlaLonic universe function as Patterrrs or

,blueprintsf for the objects in space, but at the same time
40

are distinct, oï separate from those objects' Santayana,

?o
- 

Jvc.otg. Santayana, Realms of BeiBg, (New York:
Coopei Square-Pub lishärs,' IñõllJ97:2);F-l

40P"t*àr,ides, 132c-133d.
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like Plato, insists that the trnTo realms of essence and ex-

istence--form and space--are related in such a way that ex-

istence is necessarily related to essence. ThaË is, there can

be no pattern or character to the emerging Process of nature

urless there are forms that are instantiated or exemPlified

in that process as particular events with shape and direction.
5

But form is not necessarily related to Ëhe process. Forms are

not dependent upon a spatío-temporal introduction for their

being; in'ottrer words,- forms do not require things to be what

they are. Forms or essences are self-contained and independent.

In contrasË to Santayana's theory that forms are in-

dependent and prior (in Aristotle's sense), I,ühitehead main-

tains the opposite: that forms are dependent and posterior. To

see just why trùhitehead's theory of form fails it is necessary

to delineate some pertinent points in his metaphysics and

weigh them against Santayana. I have chosen Santayana's phil-

osophy to besË represent the Platonic theory of form not in

any arbitrary way but rather because it comes closest to

Plato's intentions in the latter dialogues. The justification

of this will, I hope, emerge during discussion. There are

points of divergence, though, and these will become clear also.

To begin with, the creative movement of the visible

world is an uphTard movement. The actívity of a Physical ob-

ject is that activity which r¡nites discrete elements into the

s¡mthetic unity of one object. Form is one of those discrete.

elements; matter, oï creativity, is another. To account for

the ingression of form in the world, Santayana must posit a

i..',,.11
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moving principle which introduces, or instantiates, static forms

into space. Plato, as well, perceives that there must be a

principle other than the forms if process is to be accouireeã.Êor;

this principle Plato calls the Demiurge, which is a creative
4L 42

soul , i.ê., a cause . The active principle, which

Santayana terms ma.tter, sêlects at each moment a relevent range

of forms which significantly modify its nature, and give rise,

as a result, to a recognizable well-defined fact in space and

time. This is important, for form is that factor in an emerg-

ing object which enables one to recognize that object as the

same object that it was a moment before. Character, then, is a

continuous and permanent element in the history of an existent.

But these existents are not finished facts. They are constantly

emerging into ne\^iness, and may change Lheir clothing of form

ax any time. As Santayana states so poetically,

Nothing more truly is than character. I^Iith-
out this wedding garment no guest is admitted
to the feast of existence: whereas the r:nbid-
den essences do not require that invitation

in order to preserve their proud identity
out in the cold. 43

Matter is that principle which accor¡rts for this con-

stant change of form in nature. But form as being does not

change. Only form in space, i.ê., spatial form, goes through

modification and degeneration. Matter, per se, cluLches at the

4lÎior"..u" , 29b - 3ob .

42Phil.b.r" , 26e.

\\i:.. / i.r:::jiat.

50

43s.rra"yana, op. cit. , p. 24.
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realm of essence, getting a gríp on those forms which it

desires, and drags them down from heaven. TLre result of this

merging of matter and form is the unity of a Physical object.

To the extent that matter is the selective principle

in nature !ùtritehead agrees. In Process and Reality, I'lhite-

head contends that actual occasions, which are particular con-

crete instances of creativity (matter), select from a whole

range of possibilities a form of definiteness which, if act-

ualized,- confer:s--a ner^7 patterfl or charaetel:- on Lhat object.

1løo passages are rel-evant at thís point.

The determinate definiteness of each actuality is
an expression of a selection from these forms - It
grades them in a diversity of relevance this
whole gamut of relevance is 'given' and must be
referrðd to the discussion of actuality. 44

and,

This principle would be a mere word, a term without
indicätive force, if it did not select some fea-
Lure of the .realm of essence to be its chosen
form:- arr other words; if this brute accident \^7ere
not some accident in particular, contrasted with
the infinity of other forms which iÈ has not chosen -

The priäciple of constancy, or perhaps of in-
coïlstancy--the- selective principle--is matter. 45

As is evident, both Santayana and l^lhitehead agree with

Plato that forms cannot of themselves account for process; both

argue that an active principle is necessary for metaphysical

explanation. But even though these tr¡lo positions apPear

44e.n. I^ltritehead, Process and Real:lgy, (New York: The
Macmillan Company , L967 ., , p:34

45s"rra"yana, cP.. cÍt., p. 15.
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closely akin, there is a fr:ndamental difference betT¡reen the

tr^ro. In the first instance, decision (selection) rests in a

subject which is the concrescence of diverse elements of cat-

egorial types: an actual occasion is the synthetic unity of

eËernal objects (forms) and creativity. Once an actual occasion

has effected a decisíon to introduce possibilities into its

internal constitution, it achieves a satisfaction which "closes

up the entity, and yet is Ëhe superject adding íts character to

the creativity whereby there is a becoming of entities super-
46

seding the one in question. " But before that entiËy moves

on to become an element in the process of another entity, and

after the satisfaction of achieving a ner¡r character, "it has
47

not yet lost itself in the swing back to decisíon."

As in Santayana, an actual occasíon is not a finished

fact. I^ltritehead rejects the notion of "í ".r.tal occasion, or

existent, âs a substance which undergoes change. For him the

activity of an actual occasion is self-constitutive: The pro-

cess is the constitution of an existent; it is the 'real in-

ternal constitution' of an actual occasion. An actual thing

can only be understood in terms of it becoming and perishing.

Ttris is in contradiction to Santayana, who agrees with trltrite-

head that things are by nature fluent and changing but main-

tains that they are to be r.rrderstood. only in terms of static

eternal forms. Plato as well held that a kno¡ver can only

461¡hit.head, gp. cit. ,p . L29 .

47r¡i¿ , p.233.

l,:-
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understand the essence of a changing object by grasping the

metaphysical presuppositions which r:nderlie its existence.

For I^lhitehead, then, the process which is the actual thing,

is a patterned fluency by virtue of its nature as a conjunc-

tion of creativíty and form. And they are, as such, the sub-

jects of decision and selection. Decision, as a directed

activity, is the cutting off of certain possibilities in

favour of others which are more relevanË to the process at

thaË moment in time.

Santayana, unlike I¡ltrítehead, insists that matter by

itself is the selective principle. Matter, like lJtritehead's

creativity, is an uncorì.ditíoned force: pure potency. "MaEter

is the principle of existence: it is all things in their

potentiality and therefore the condition of all their ex-
48

cellence or possible perfection." The realm of matter is

pure dynamism and "from the point of view of our diseovery of

it is the field of action." 
49

Santayana, then, rests his

theory of decision, or selection, in a subject which is not

really a subject at all. Conceive, if it is Possible, how

matter which is an amorphous unconditioned potency, Ëanta-

mo.unt to Aristotle's 'prime matterr, can be a rational prin-

ciple of decision. It is in no \rray possible. It seems that a

rational acËivity, such as decision or selection, is the out-

48s"rra"yana, op. cit. , p. 183.

49rbid, p. 189.
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come of the relation of matter (creativity) and form, f.or

rationality is a patterned activity, a purposive striving with

a direction. As we saw in chapter one: it has a discernible

unity to it, something that matter qua rinbounded potentiality

does not have. Creativity and form, then, are the presuppos-

itions of decision.

Thus inltritehead's theory of decision is not the same as

Santayanâ's, although prima facie they are similar in certain

respects. Inlhere lüLritehead agrees that decision rests with

activity, the activity has shape and form. Santayana recog-

n'Lzes that form (essence) cannot be an active principle of

decision(se1ection),buthefai1stoseethatmattera1one

cannot be that principle either. I think r^7e must agree with

I,fhitehead that it is only insofar as there is a union of

creativity and form that there can be any activity of decision

or selection at all. Both the Timaeus and the Philebus stress

this as well. For example, "... all the wise agree ... that

in Reason \Á/e have the king of heaven and earth" and "the sum

of things or what we call the universe is goverrted by
50

Reason and a wondrous regulating Intelligence." Reason in

this dialogue is distinguished from two other factors, which

mây, for the purposes of this discussion, be equated v¡ith

what Santayana calls matter and essence, and Vlhitehead calls

cïeativity and form. Hence Inlhitehead sides rvith Plato with

5oPhil"brr", 28c-d.
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respect to the problem of how forms play a role in process

and that is by admitting an initial relation beËween fo::rr

and a dynamic pr:inciple: the dynamic principle in Plato is

Soul.

Ite have already seen that insofar as forms are static

entities of pure character they are relevant to the f1ux, for

they render it intelligible and patterned by giving to each

emerging entity a location and structural identity. But there

is something more fundamental in the nature of form itself

which shows why forms have significance for the flux.

Santayana stateslcategorically that form is not pos-

sibility but actuality. Each essence is exhausted by its
52

real definition and is perfectly individual. As a fully

actual individual form it transcends the empirical realm of

events and requires no spatio-temporal exemplification to be

what it is. And as an indí.vidual it is identical with itself-

This inalienable individuality of each essence
renders it a universal; for being perfectly
self-contained and real only by virrue of its
intrinsic character, it contains no reference
to any setting in space or time and stands in
no adïentitious relàtion to anything. 53

Because they do not require a spatio-temporal ren-

dering into emergent fact in order to maintain their being,

forms may be repeated in facts. Particular things may exemplify

51S"rra"yana, ep. cit. p. 27

52rbid, p. lB,
53Lo". cit.
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them any nr:rnber of times or even not at all and their absolute

individuality is neither diminished nor erased; they remain

forms to the bitter end, so to speak. If it were possíble that

a form could be diminished or obliterated because of particular

instantiations and continued rePetition, then the realm of l''

essence could ultimately be extrausted. The creative advance

would halt leaving a static morphological universe with no

alternatives; at this point decision would cease. If it were I ,'l'
i:t.i:.,::

the case that repetition in the flux did diminish individual 
11: :,;

forms we could ask how many iterations would be necessary before i'': 
:

an essence vrere expunged. Surely such a question would be non-

sensical, since it would presuPpose that forms exist in a space-

time matrix; that somehow pieces may be broken off and its

nature modified over a period of time. But forms are standards

of action and patterns of objects, and do not, as \^7aS stressed,

exist in such a context. The forms must remain themselves

no ïnatter what the circumstances in nature.

It is precisely because forms are individual and self- 
,,

contained that we can know particulars as such. Ïhe r:nity of t', 
.,"1'

' ,,'.,t- 
'

a physical object is grasped because of its Participation in ,,.

a more ultimate metaphysical unity of forn. In this sense

forms are the foundation of existence; an indelible backgror-rrd

Ëo the f luency of events in sPace 
i.r,.i i

Essence so understood much more truly 'is' than
arL:I substance, or any experien-ce, or any event'
..: To be able to become something else, to
suffer change and yet endure, is the privilege
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of existence; whereas essences
but not changed.

can be exchanged,

Form, because of this, may be ca11ed the principle of

s4

identity
and individuality.

l{hat one sees emerging from this metaphysical analy-
sis is that forms have two characters. consider santayana's
statement:

Realization of essence, by an ironical fate, isaccordingly a sort of alienation from essenceinstances are indeed occasions for deviation: theyare the cross-roads at which two worlds meet. one-set of relations exhibits the instance as an
essence; another set exhibits it as fact. 55

rt was pointed out earlier that essences are individual and

define themselves, and here we see in the notion of exemp-

lification (in T,'ltritehead the notion of ingression) that forms

have another character as wel1. I^Ihitehead. ca1ls this their
relational essence, or relational character. on the other
hand, the character a form has because it is an individual
for its own sake is termed its individual essence or individ-
ual character. The essences of santayana, it is remenbered,

do not require any relation to facts in order to be what they
are, but they do stand in necessary relations to one another.
These instr.insic relations of forms to one another constitute
one aspect of the relational character of the individual fo::ms.

ïtre a\,üareness of these intrinsic necessary relatÍons among

s4s"rrr"yana, 
-cP. cit. p. 23.

55tbid, p.LzL.

:. ':
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forms is, from our point of view, brought about by dialectic

and an expanding focus of attention at the level of form

itse lf.
Santayana, in agreement with Plato's argumenË found in

the Sophist, argues that the realm of essence is a realm because

of the identity of each essence wíth itself and its difference

from every other essence.

In one sense indeed, the being of any essence
implies that of every other; for if any one
is assured of its being because it is a dis-
tinguishable something, obviously every other
distinguishable something is assured of its
being on the same ground: so that an infinite
multitude of essences is implied, if you wil1,
in the being of any essence.

This position is sometimes known as the theory of

internal relations, which states that implied in the existence

of anything are certain relations to other things, and these

relations are intrinsically necessary to the individual thing

in order for it to be exactly what it is. I^ihitehead maintains

the same with respect not only to eternal objects but actual

occasions as well. In fact he employs the theory of internal

relations at the level of emergence as a criticism of the tra-

ditional theory of r:niversals. I,Jhitehead contends that not only

do universals enter into the real internal constitution of'an

actual occasion but other actual occasions do as well

eveïy so-called 'universaf is particular in the
sense of being just what it is, diverse from
anything elsel ánd every so-cal1ed 'particular'

56

56tbid, p.78. -
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is universal in the sense of entering into the
constitution of other actual entities. 57

Returning to Santayana, it is surprising how close

he comes to Plato with respect to hThat \^las stated above. In

the Sophist P1ato introduces two of what he calls the very
58

great kinds of forms: they are Sameness and Difference.

TLre other great kinds are Motion, Rest, and Existence. Same-

ness and Difference are found to be distinct individual forms

but necessarily related to the infinite multiplicity of other

forms. For example, Motion partakes of Sameness to the extent

that it is the same as Ítself, and partakes of Difference to

the extent that it is different from every other form. This

is by no means a statement of the obvious, but a rich meta-

physical insight.

There are other complexities of forms as well. Motion

combines with Existence; Sameness with Difference, and vice

versa; and so on.'The whole complex network of inter-relations

of forms constitutes what Plato called in the Republic the Good,

and what he later called the Pattern; and vrhat Santayana calls

a realm of essence. hlhat Plato is essentially doing in asser-

ting this notion of the weaving of forms is declaring the fr¡nd-

amental r:nity of one metaphysical principle of Form, infinitely

rich in itself, rather than the disjunctive diversity of a

plurality of metaphysical principles, which are lacking in them-

57til=ia.head, op. cit. p. 76

5Bsophist, 245d ff.
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selves: T¡rhat r^rould a form be if it was not the same as itself

and different from other forms? It is because of the forurs of

Sameness and Difference Ehat all relations at the metaPhysical

level are internal. But all relations at the level of emerg-

ence need not be internal. Indeed Santayana is quick to point

out that the only relations between existing things are ex-

ternal relations, for "the intrinsic qualities of a thing com-

pose its essence and its essence, when caught in external re-
59

lations, is the thing itself. " "Existence", he says desig-

nates "such being aS is in flux, determined by external rela-
60

tions, and jostled by irrelevant events." In. addition to

this, along a similar line of thought we are told that:

Existence itself is a surd, external to the
essence which it may illustrate and irrelevant
to it; for it drags- that essence into some here
and now, or some then and there; and the things
so created far from being identical with their
essence at any moment, exist by eluding it,
encrusting it in changing relations and con-
tinually ãdopting a différent essence. 61

This is a rather difficull passage to fathom, but I think it

reasonable to assume that what we are being told is that the

peculiar relation of individual fact to essence is an intrinsic

necessary relation but the converse is not true. Individual

facts depend upotl the realm of essence for their existence,

-but the realm of essence has being apart from any instantiation

59santayana, cìp. cit., p. 44.

60Santayana, Scepticism and
Dover Publicatio'ãs Inc- T95Ð, p .-ZT.

Animal Faith, (New York:

6ls"na"yana, Realms of Being, p. 110.
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in nature. In the words of Aristotle, the realm of essence is

prior, and facts are posterior. This is good Platonísm and is

certainly true. Ttre analysis stresses the priority and signif-

icance of form, and the contingency of existence or nature,

and goes unchallenged. Wlrat needs to be challenged is San-

tayana's contention that at the level of emergence the charact-

eristic species of relations among individual facts is external.

In the Realm of Matter he states in emphasis to his earlier

suggestion that,
A mutual externality is characteristic of
existence the conjr.urction of existence in
nature must always remain successive, external,
and unsynthesLzed

and also,

62

The nature of existence is to possess whatso-
ever nature it possesses with a treacherous
emphasis, dragging that essence, by a sort of
rape, from its essential context into contin-
gent relations; those relations, being contin-
gent relaLions, are variable. 63

InlLritehead agrees with this position, but in a qualified way.

!tre have already noted that the internal relations of partic-

ulars to universals are not the only internal relations which

tr{hitehead admits. He also admits the internality of relations

between a present evenL and its past. The actuality and value

achieved in the past is necessarily prehended by the present

emerging unity of feeliflBS, and the present i:nity can be

identified with the past emergent along the same linear path

62rui¿, p.203

63rbid, p.295.
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of advance. Hence in addition to a spatial dimension of an

object, there is also a temporal dimension. Historicity is

a necessary factor in the existence of objects. Tlris is

where !ühitehead diverges from the earlier metaphysics of

substance in which a thing can be identified with its spatial

thickness only. He argues that temporal spread is equally

important. "ltlrat is given at a moment is noË the real thing, 
.

64
but an arrested cross-section of what the thing really is."

Observation along a linear path of advance, though,

reveals that each past emergent comprising this Present emer-

gent is the culmination ctf the whole Process to that poinL.

TLre present individual fact involves the complete richness

and value of the whole past. I,ühat this means is that present

actual things are internally related to the actuality achieved

in the past. The conclusion here is that there really are not

distinct paths of process for present facts since an attempt

to trace the historical route of an object leads one to the

iurnensity of the whole past. The present represents only a

temporary distinction.

If we remain at the level of emergence, the internal

relation of present to Past is the only such relation I'lhite-

head will admit. He does not admit that any internal relations

hold betrween contemPoTary actual occasions. Contemporary oc-

casions, he insists, are causally independent. "According to

62

i :1,-,;
''. .:,:i

64o.w. Gotshalk, Structure and Ree!!¡gy, (New York:
Greenwood Press Publishefs,-Tq6-9f ,E16. -
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vrorld. Actual entities
belongs to the 'given'

63

actual entities define the same acLual

are ca1led contemporary when neither
65

actual world defined by the other."

SLated succinctly, since the data for the prehensive activity

of. an actual occasion are objective, subjects cannot prehend

one another. Thus, wê read,

The prehension of one actual occasion by another
actual entity is the complete transaction, ana-
lysable into the objectífication of the former
entity as one of the data f.or the latter, aîd
into the fully clothed feeling whereby the datum
is absorbed into the subjective satisfaction. 66

the exterior things of s-uccessive moments
are noL to be identified ivith each other. Each. exterior thing is either one actual entity, or
(more frequently) is a nexus of actual entities
with immediacies mutually contemporary. 67

So, in conclusion, it may be stated that Santayana \À7as

mistaken with respect to his statement that all relations in

nature are external. It would seem that the continuity of ob-

jects in space and tirne demand that they be internally related

to their past. To this extent, r¡rhitehead is on the mark', â1-
68

though his position may be an extreme one.

Let us ponder the notion of internal relations further;

more specifically, the peculiar internal relations bet$leerl

65t¡lrit"head, gp. cit., p.102.

66rui¿, p.82.

67tbid, p.87.

68ttí" notion of complete causal independence of contemp-
oraries suggests that among contemporaries there hold no re-
lations at all, not even externalt
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particulars and the forms in which they participate. EarLLer

in his career Whitehead had written:

The essence of an eternal object is merely the
eternal object considered as adding its o!ün
unique contribution to each actual occasion.
This unique contribution is identical for all
such occasions in respect to the f.act that the
object in all modes of ingression is just its
identical self. But it varies from one occasion
to another in respect to the differences of its
modes of ingression. Thus the metaphysical sta-
tus of an eternal object is that of a possibility
for an actuality.

I,llrile Santayana maintains that. forms have being aparx from

particulars (the essences do not require instantiation in

nature to be what they are) , I^Ihitehead contends that they re-

quire actual occasions to be what they are. "An eternal object,

considered as an abstract entity, cannot be divorced from its

reference to other eternal objects and from its reference to
70

actuality Iactual occasionsl generally." Eternal objects

as forms of definiteness are intrinsically related to the

flux of existence and have a status only as possibilities: as

"potentialities for ingression into the becoming of actual en-

tities. " Consequently an encleavour to understand the realm of

form in complete abstraction from the world of flux results in

reducing them to nothing. Eternal objects are. only what they

are because of a relation to fact: "this is an exenPlification

the Modern trüorld, (New York:

69

69whit"rread, science and
The Free Press, 1969)-:T59.

7oT-o". cit.
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of the categorial principle that the general metaphysical

character of being an entity is 'to be a determinant in the
7L

becoming of actualities' . "

In arguing that eternal objects (forms) are abstract-

ions from f.act, tr{Lritehead is denying what Santayana asserted,

vLz., that form is ontologically prior to fact. Whitehead in-
sists on this, so that, in a sense, form emerges from the

creative advance. Indeed, he goes so far as to say that the

purpose of philosophy is often misunderstood. According to

I^Ihitehead, philosophy should explain fom and leave particulars

as given. To quote: "Its business is to explain the emergence2

of the more abstract things from the more concrete things."
He goes orr to say from this that "philosophy is explanatory of

abstraction and not of concreteness." If Llhitehead is correct

in his conten,tion then the Socratic inquiry should be turned on

its head, since, according to his analysis, it is proceeding in

the wrong direction in the dialogues. But, that inquiry is pro-

ceeding in the correct direction.

Abstract reality req.uires, or depends upon, the con-

crete from which it is derived. Abstractions are essentially

derivative, and are relative by nature. But if forms are der-

ivative (abstract), I fail to see how they could fr:nction, in

a system that views them as.such, âs prineiples of explanation:

in I,Jlritehead they are seen as both abstract possibility and

7lwhia.head, Process and Reality, p. 3g2

65

72rb:d, p. 30.
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principles of definiteness. Wlritehead further tells us that

the definiteness of things in sPace-time is due to their par-

ticipation in forms. But how could form condition the creative

r:nity of an emergent entity , íf form itself is dependent upon

that entity by being an abstraction from it? The notion of form

as an abstraction from the process suggests that there is a

definiteness to fact prior to the emergence of form. The i'rlhite-

headean scheme of things is one in which form is posterior and

things are prior. This is the point to be considered here.

First of all, the derivation of form from fact, termed

abstraction, seems to violate one of lltritehead's own principles,

vLz., the ultimate metaphysical principle which, he states, is

the advance from discrete enlities given in disjunction to the

synthetic unity of those elements in a finished fact. Since we

have seen that the process is.the striving for the novel to-

getherness of eternal objects and concrete emergents to Pro-

duce the r:nity of one fully determinate satisfaction, I see no

alternative to the view that form is prior to fact, and fact

is d.erivative: a contradiction of Inlhitehead and an agreement

with Santayana. To see this we have to show why I'Jtritehead is

incorrecL, and the case rests o11 the notion of the posteriority

of form.

There are tT¡7o possible interpretations of -posteriority

in !ütritehead: temporal and ontological. Is temPoral poster-

iority of form a metaphysically adequate view? Ïhe answer is

most emphatically no. Such a theory is quite inadequate for it

fails to account for just how there could be any de-f:-niteness
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or determinateness in the world. A theory of form must be one

which accounts for the pattern and intelligibility of an object

at every moment of its existence. If form emerges at a certain

point in time from a particular object we are left to account

for the pattern and intelligibility of that object príor to the

emergence of form. If it had no pattern and intelligibility then

it was not an objecË, and if it did have pattern and intellig-

ibility there must have been form to account for it. Tlrere are

other questions as well in connection with this. If form is temp-

orarily posterior to facts, does this mean form emerges in sPace

as well as time? Tf. it does, then forms are things in space and

time; but this is incorrect. If it does not emerge in space but

does so in time, what is its post-emergent status? Transcendence?

But it is silly to say that form emerges in time only to be

located beyond time.

Is ontological posteriority of form a metaphysicatr-ly

adequate theory to explain facts? This is a much more serious

question, and I think a much more germane one as f.ar as trrlLrite-

head is concerned, since I think it is accurate to say that he

wished eternal objects to be understood in this sense. Briefly,

the ontological posteriority of form is the view that while

forms and things may coexist, forms are real abstractions from

faets, and because of this are contingent on facts in the pro-

cess. In Aristotle's sense, form is ontologically posterior by

being such that its existence depends uPon actual occasions.

Attention to form, as such, yields the essence of that deriv-

atiie reality, and this, I^ILritehead states, is "boundless .:';i:-'1l,a1l
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abstract possibility." In itself, form is boundless poss-

ibility, but in its relational character possibility is bound

to the process. To quote,

The status of all possibility in reference to
actuality requires a reference to this spatio-
temporal continuum. In any Particular consider-
ation of a possibility vre may conceíve this
continuum to be transcended. But in so fat as
there is any definite reference to actuality,
the definite how of Lranscendence of that spatio-
temporal continuum is required. Thus prinafily
the spatio-temporal continuum is a locus of
relational poséibility. 74

Later l^llritehead called this limited locus of relational poss-

ibility, i.ê., the relational character of form, potentials

for ingression. Hence we hawe explicit reference to space-time

with the notion of ingression. "The eternal objects [as bound
75

to space-timel are the pure potentials of the r.utiversal."

Possibility becomes potentiality with a reference to creativ-

ity (decision).

Inlhitehead, as r^7as seen, stressed that eternal objects

have an inner r:nity by being individual and also a status as

a social entity. Now San¡ayana stated that forms, in virtue of

their individual character, are actual. Because they are actual

they have a r:nity and definiteness. Individuality, he thought,

is definable or intelligible only in terms of actuality. I^lhite-

-7 7,'"IÞi-{, P- 336.

741^lhit"head, science and the Modern I^Iorld, p. 161

226.

68

75vlhit"head, Process and Reality, p.
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head disagrees r¡rith this since he argues that mere possibility
may be self-contained. But how can this be the case? trlhitehead

did see that ax the level of emergence individuality is defined

in terms of actuality, but he failed to perceive that mere pos-

sibility, per se, cannot be individual and self-contained. If

it could, what would be the distinction betr,,Teen actuality and

possibility? Possibility is spread out indetermination, so to

speak, whereas actuality is the containment of value: complete

de termination.

From a Inllriteheadean point of view, it is only when one

considers the relational. character of form that possibility en-

ters into the scheme of things, That is, the notion of form as

possibility only has significance if one is entertaining a

fact in relation to a form. But this relation does not oblit-

erate the actuality of form. Indeed, it is only because forms

are actual that there can be this relation, and the relation

is the possibility of ingression into the creative advance of

an actual form, i.e., possibility is the possible introduction

of a form in nature. Looked at in another wây, individual facts

during'their phase of existence in the Process take active in-

terests in certain forms of definiteness and just what forms

are considered relevant depends upon the conditions which

affect their existence at different times. lhe acknowledgenenË

of certain actual forms then gives rise to the Possibility
that they may be exemplified in the Process. Of course the pos-

sibilities may be eternal, âs Ïtrhitehead suspects they are, but

the point being stressed here is that possibility is derived
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from a relation of form to facts and not from facts alone.

Hence, possibility is contingent upon the actuality of forms

and the subjective recognition of form qua something actual.

The nature of possibility is an exemplification of the relat-

ional character of form, and the actuality of form is the in- ' 
I '' '

dividual character of form. Thus Whitehead's theory of eternal

objects is an explication of the relational character of form.

Possibility, âs such, presupposes the actuality of form. ::: ':::
.';-"'; .. : ì

tr{Lritehead, in a \tay, recogRLzed this when he stated 
,,,;,,,.,,

thaË eternal objects are both determinate and índeterminate. ::":::

Ihey are determinate by being in<lividual and indeterminate with

respect to their ingressions. 1^I.4. Christian, a noted llhitehead

scholar, is helpful here when he states that "what is indeter-

minate about an eternal object is not its individual essence

but its realization in the actual world. In this respect an
76

eternal object is wholly indeterminate." Form is only poss-

ibility, we ma¡r say, insofar as it stands in indeterminate

relations with particular facts. TLre possibility of ingression 
;.:,,:,,::;,i

is a multifarious situation, but form can stand in these re- 
''

lations only because it is actual. Its actuality is its deter- ;'...,'',,'

minateness: its self-containment and individuality: form as

both gror:nd and goal of process.

The conclusion is that hlhitehead's insistence on form ' i, . ,

ìr:-::..ri:::.J

as possibility is the result of a bias torvard an analysis of

76w.e. Christian, An Interpretation of irllritehead's
Meraphysics, (New Haven r Íalã mrr/e?GÏE -Tress, 196-7)l-Þl-700. 

i.:r:!:.:j,,.:i
i:. .': 'll:
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the relational or indeterminate character of form to the ex-

clusion of the more fundamental individual or determinate

character of. form as actuality, which Santayana rightly insisted

on. Although l^Ihitehead did perceive that form has a determinate

character, he failed to see that mere possibility is not deter-

minate and self-contained. Possibility cannot be independent

since it, by nature, holds reference to form and fact.

Suppose form r^rere an abstraction and its metaphysical

status vras that of possibility rather than actuality. How could

there be a prehensive activity of an actual occasion if form

rÄras such? According to lflritehead's theory of prehension, âD

actual occasion relates itself to eternal objects by its pre-

hensions, or decisions. Prehension, âs an active relating of

data, is a patterned intelligible activity and one aspect of

the formal nature of a physical object. If form r¡7ere not an

actuality, ontologically prior to the process, such an activity

could not be accor:nted for. Creativity cannot structure its

o\,,in activity; by nature it is purely dynamic. As in the case

earlier with Santayana, decision and purpose would seem to be

the outcome of the relation of creativity to a formal principle.

Each emergent entity has a direction in the process, and this

direction is to increasingly higher levels of organization and

pattern, which presupposes an interest in something actual which

fr:nctions as the goal of that activity. In this rsay, form grants

purpose to the process of each emerging entity as well as being

an onLologically prior r:nity at the heart of each existent.
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Rather than contending that form is dependent on

particular things, as Inlhitehead does, wê must agree with San-

tayarra when he SayS that "no essence, much less the realm of
77

essence, is an abstraction from existing things." Santayana

rather views Lhe metaphysical status of facts as abstractions

from form (this is Plato's position as well).

Existing things would be abstractions from their
essences, which in the realm of essence possess
much richer essential relations than those which
in existíng ínstances are abstracted lfrom the
realm of eésencel and realLzed materially. 78

I think it safe to sây, in agreement with Santayana, that the

only correct conception of the metaphysical status of form is

the one which views form as actual, ontologically prior to the

process which it conditions yet capable of entering into the

process and accounting for definiteness and pattern by being

that ultimate metaphysical principle of definiteness.

This conception of form saves the Socratic inquiry

from intellectual bankruptcy and lends intelligibility and

credence to it as a legitimate inquiry into reality beyond

experience and change. But although this theory of form sanc-

tions the leap from process, individual forms Lhemselves are

not the final resting place of the Socratic inquiry, and neither

are they the final objects of rational intuition. Although

intuition does land on them, in a sense, it may use them as

springboards for that more ultimate object of intuition- At any

77s^nt^yana, op. cit., p. 34.

78Lo.. cit.
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rate, the cross-over from the epistemological to the meta-

physical via rational intuition reveals a formal reality be-

yond the visible world of change. The next chapter will seek

the final abode of the Socratic inquiry.

¡11:¡:1.
ìr.



CHAPTER 3

THE I]NITY OF FORM

It was noted earlier that the typical Greek problem of the

one and the many occupies all levels of inquiry, and, for

that matter, all kinds of inquiry vrhether they be moral, meta-

physical, aesthetic, or whatever kind of philosophical inquiry.

Socrates, in the Euthyphro, desires the one form whích r:nifies

pious actions, and, when doing metaphysics, wê desire the one

form which r:nif ies the many particulars in sPace. I{aving arr-

ived at a multiplicity of forms, then, the Socratic inquiry,

by natu:e, cannot rest content. The problem now becomes "hÏLrat

is the One which r:nifies the many forms?" Fortunately we are

blessed with some discussíons of this problem in the dialogues

and are not left totally in the dark as v7e r^rere when discerning

the status of form.

!ühile v,/e may bathe ourselves in the beauty of form at

this level of many-ness, wê cannot do so for long, for like

Plato's charioteers, the sight of beauty makes the wings of

reason gror¡7 quickly and f ly upward toward the One. This crea-

tive spi::it of reason contradicts the popular view of it as a

cold and calculating faculty. Reason is not only concerned

with analysis and discursive activity, as was pointed ollt, it

enriches our existence by grasping the r-urity which r:nderlies
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it and as a result discloses meaning. This is essentially

the attitude of the Socratic inquiry: the creative search

for first principles which r:nify all exístence and make

sense of all modes of experience.

If the dialectic of the Socratic inquiry is followed

through in the proper manner, it should be clear that the

point at which we have arrived is an improper stopping place.

"The natural gift for dialectíc", Socrates tells us, "is the

same thing as the ability to see the connections of things." 1

Having arrived aL a multiplicity of forms, the task at hand

is to discern the connections and relations between them. This

will turn out more fruitful than just the cataloguing of re-

lations though. And it is not done merely to satisfy the re-

quirement of the program of education, but rather because

our grasp of form, and hence our grasP of existence, ãt this

point, iS diverse. lle seek by our very nature, êS Kant pointed

out, to r:nify our insights into a comprehensive whole; that

is, to seek a r¡nified metaphysics.

In the Republic Plato states that the highest object

of knowledge, and the highest metaphysical reality, is the

Good. But in the Synposir:m it is made clear that the Beautiful

is the highest reality. And, once more, in the Timaeus, he

tells us that the form of Living Creature, of the Pattern, has

claims to being that reality also. Does this represent a contra-

diction in Plato's thought? It shall be argued that, fat frombeing

lRepublic, 537c.
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a contradiction, it is one of the most profound insights that

has been made in philosophy

The notion of the weaving or conrnunion of forms was

briefly mentioned in the preceding chapter, and there it was

noted -that -the- Sophist- .deals- speeificalå-y -wi+h -the-inËe::rela-

tion of forms. This interrelation among forms is grasoed by

what was termed an expanding focus of attention. Three forms

stand out more so than any others as a result of this kind of

activity; they are, Existence, Sameness and Difference. It seems

that these three forms are the mosË general forms, since every

other form must partake of these to be what they are., and even

these three forms partake of each other. Now the problem here

is, how are we Ëo conceive of this hierarchy of forms? Is each

form to be considered ind.ividual and independent? Surely not,

for every form is dependent on at least Existence, Sameness and

Difference for its reality, and to this extent they cannot be

individual and independent. The activity of an expanding focus

of attention in dialectic fulfills the obligation of finding

the connection among forms, but it Seems to lead to the para-

doxical conclusion that the forms that stand in these relations

are not independent.

The solution to this seeming paradox is to reaLj_ze that

an expanding focus of aLtention comes to an end with the very

great kinds of forms, but that dialectic itself does not cease.

t'lore clearly, the search for firsË principles is not grounded

in an infinite multiplicity of forms necessarily related to

one another, but in something more fundamental.

l:::r:
i., :
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The infinite metaphysical unity which is sought in the

Socratic inquiry is the one Form which r.mites the many forms.

This unity Plato calls the Pattern, the Good, and the Beautiful.
The Pattern, or as Plato also calls it, the Living

Creature, is that which

embraces and contains within itself all the
intelligible creatures, just as this world con-
tains ourselves and all other creatures that
have been formed as things visible. 2

Tlrere may be an initial difficulty with the term 'Living

Creature' as a term referring to Form. TLre term is not Ëo be

understood as implying that Form is a living, moving creaLure.
3

Rather, âs some scholars have pointed out, what we are to

understand by this term is that Form is the source of living

creatures in the world, in the sense of being their formal

cause. This is brought to the fore by Plato himself when he

speaks of the same Living Creature as the Pattern which em-

braces all the forms

trühere the real difficulty l.ies is in trying to make

sense of what Plato means by the metaphor of ernbracing or

containing. This is not a concept that is introduced solely

in the Timaeus though. - TLre other tllo dialogues mentioned also

present us '¡rith this idea. The Republic tells us that the

Good is the source of individual forms. Speaking of the forms,

2Tir".rr", 30c-d.
3S.. , e. U . Taylor , PlaLo , TLre Man and His l.Iork , (New

York : Meridian Bookê , Inc.l-T959F p .--442 and-. e--Field,
The Bþiþsopþl of Plato, second êd., (Oxford: Oxford University
Eãssl-TI69L p. -98.

:.ì.. ,.: l.: :

: 1.:i : , 1: ,:j
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Plato says that they "derive from the Good not only their
4

po\Árer of being known, but their very being and reality."

And finally, Socrates, in his elegant speech from the Sympos-

ium, states that the Beautiful subsists in and by itself in
5

an "eternal oneness" ; the source of all beauty and form.

Before attempting to interpret what containment means

here, a few points stand in need of statement.

It is not the case that the Pattern, the Good, and the

Beautiful are three different forms. trlere this the case, then,

as Plato argues correctly, there would needs be a One accounting

for .their existence and relations.

For that which embraces and the intelligible
living creatures that Lhere are cannot be one
of a fair lor triad]; for then there would have
to be yet another Living Creature embracing
those rwo lor three], and they would be parts
of it; and thus our world woufd be more truly
described as a likeness, not of them, but of
that other which would embrace them. 6

The one Form which unites the many forms must not be distinct

from them; otherwise, in construing it in this manner, wê add

yet another form to the many forms. But in stating that the

One must not be distinct from the Many, it does not follow

that the One is the Many. If so, then this is a round-about

way of denying the existence of the One. Raphael Demos does

this by maintaining that the One is composed of the Many;

aBCeÞ-f i. , 50 8e .

5srrmposiu* , zlüb.

6Ti*""rrr, 31a,

l:1 : ':i,::ri.t
li..: 'f. '.ii .'

l:,:l.i¡Lr" j::::.:.
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Lhat Ëhe necessary interrelatedness of the forms, when looked
7

aË as a whole, is the One. But this contention is nothing

more than the assertÍon of the Many and the denial of the One,

and does not do justice to Plato's statement that the One is

the source of the many--in fact it disregards it. It is also

not true to the intentions of the Socratic inquiry. To raise

the Many to the status of first principle is to imply that

r:nity can never be achieved and, as a result, the Socratic in-

quiry is a useless enterprise.

If the view that the Many is ultimate is to be argued

for consistently, there would seem to be no reason for con-

tending that there is one form which i.¡nifies many particulars

in space. The point here is that if the Socratic inquiry \¡rere

predicated on the notion that the Many is its objeetive, there

is no reason for the inquiry to move beyond sPace. Once the

inquiry is committed to the search for the one form which

accounts for the many particulars in space, it is equally com-

mitted to the search for the one Form which r:nifies the many

forms, otherwise we have one more example of the Socratic ín-

quiry prernaturely terminated.

Ttre point made above, Lhat the one Form which unifies - -

the many forms must not be distinct from them, comes down to

the notion that the One contains the Many. TLre only r'ray, I

think, to make sense of this metaphor is to conceive of the

1
'Raphael

osophical Essays
1936) .

Demos, t'The one and the Many in Plato", Phil-
(New York: Longmans Green,for A.N. \^Ihitehead,
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Form (the Pattern, the Good, the Beautiful) as the identity of

all the many forms. This is to state that there are not many

forms, but only one Form, which is all the reality that we might

attribute to many forms. This one Form Ís perfect in a way that

one form among many would not be, for the reality 'this' form

would have does not have the reality 'that' form would, but

the reality the one Form has, has both the reality this form

and that form would have. The one Form is all Lhe forrnal reality

of what wê have, to this point, called the many forms in an

original identity. Hence, Form might aptly be called, to use a

Car.tesian term, Perfection.

Ihis presents a problem, vLz., whence our grasp of in-

dividual forms, since we unCerstand what it neans to say that

there is a form of piety, or even of mud, hair, and dirt?

A tentative solution may be offered to this problem

by stating that since the one Form is perfect and infinite, -

in the sense that was outlined above, it may be conceived, as

a consequence of this, in a.n infinite number of ways. Harking

back to the discussíon of R.M. Hare's interpretation of Plato,

it is agreed that the 'seeing', i.e., apprehension of Form, is

the forming of a concept, but that Form is not the concePt it-

se1f. The one Form is independent of any knowerrs grasp of it,

but because there are an infinite nr:mber of perspectives from

which to apprehend that Form, an infinite number of concepts

of it are possible. Ttris infinite number of possible concepts

may properly be said to be the many forms.

80
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At this point a possible objection may have arisen
which needs to be answered. rn the preceding chapter we ar-
gued against Hare's position that forms are concepts and

stated that concepts, rather than being the forms, are of
the forms - Now it seems that we have taken a step in Hare's
direction and agree with him in his ídentification of con-
cePts and forms, and, as a result, have contradicted ourselves.

The ansr^rer to this hinges on the use of the word 'con-
cept', perhaps a better term is 'intuition'. But we mean by
a concept something more complex than a mere mental image, âs

Hare cal1s it. Concepts, wê pointed out, have two dimensions:
a subjective reality and an objective reality. To conceïn our-
selves with just the forrner is to be conceïrì.ed with a mental
image only. But this is not what is meant when calling a form
a concept. concepts, âs they are defined here, 'touch' Form,

so to speak, in virtue of their objective reality. rn this
sense they are more than corrcepts in the ordinary sense of
that term. They are the one Form grasped by a knower from a
certain perspective, and Form is that reality attributed to
many forms, in an original unity. Hence, in carling individual
forms concepts, wê are not in agreement with Hare, but mean

something much richer in content; rve ïnean an intuition of
Form.

spinoza is helpful in understanding the notion that
the many forms are concepts resurting from the varied per-
spectives from which the one Form may be vierved. To quote:

"By attribute, r mean that which the intellect perceives as r''i:ìa::::'::
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constituting the essence of substance." Notice there is
reference to a mind which grasps substance. Spinoza argues

further that substance is by nature infinite, and, hence,

there is an infinite number of ways of conceiving of Sub-

stance. The reality an attribute of Substance has, or a con-

cept of Form has, is not a complete reality, since it is
only that which the mind perceives or grasps as constituting
the essence of Substance, or Form; although one's concept of
Substance, or Form, may be conceived in itself. This may sound

paradoxical since its reality, it would seem to follow, is de-

p.endent upon the prior Substance, or Form. But it is really not

paradoxical if we reaLíze that the reality our concept of the

one Form has, or the attribute we perceive Substance to possess,

is that which expresses the reality of the one Form, or Sub-

stance, from one point of view. But the reality of the one Form,

or Spinoza's Substance, is not just the reality expressed by

one concept, or attribute. Since it is infinite and perfect,

it must be the reality expressed by an infinite nurnber of con-

cepts or attributes. The reality expressed by these concepts

and attributes, comes together in the one Form, or Substance.

This is what it means to say that the One contains the reality

of the Many, but in identity not diversity.

The goal of philosophy (metaphysics) is, as Socrates

Sspirror", The Ethics Part I, def 4 trans. , Ehves
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said, to bring together our glimpses of reality by seeing

their connections. As one contrnentator on Plato said,

the business of Philosophy and Religion
would be to extend these momentary gleams into
a continuous light, so that even no\^r, so f.ar as
may be, the Ideal world shall become the lum-
inous reality in which our life is passed. 9

This suggests that our vision of the Good, the Pattern,

and the Beautiful, so f.ar as that is possible, does not lack

an existential significance. Indeed, the Socratic inquiry is

unique in this respect. Its aim and objective do not neglect

the individual; far from it. The vision of the one Form en-

riches him , by giving rise to an original wholeness .that was

there from the beginning, yet unrealized. This is an important

point made by the theory of recollection. The moral integrity

of the individual is preserved, from the beginning of the in-

quiry to its most fruitful engagement: the vision of the one

Form. Spinoza, oD the other hand, argues that once the object-

ive is reached there is no further need of the individual, he

becomes engulfed by, and vanishes in, the totality of Sub-

s tance .

I\Tow, in calling the one fundamental Form the Good, the

Pattern, and the Beautiful, Plato was not alluding to three

different forms, as rvas shown, but was eliciting different

dimensions of that one reality, which is the principle ob-

jective of the Socratic inquiry. It was an assertion, in other

9Parrl Elmer More, The Religion of
Kraris Reprint Co. , L97I), {ZTT. -

Plato, (New York:
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words, of a multi-dimensional character of Form which under-

lies plurality.

Before dealing with this character of Form, a brief
review may be helpful. It has been found to thís point that

the reality we would normally attribute to many forms is
actually the reality of one fundamental encompassing Form

conceived in different ways. It is that one reality to which

the objective reality of the many forms (concepts) point. In

this sense, the one Form contains the many forms. Aristotle,

once again, displays a lucidity in grasping this point:"'Lim1t'

denotes the last point of anything, i.ê. , the point beyond

which it is impossible to find any part of it, but within which
10

all its points are found." This mathe¡natical conception of

Form is not foreign to Plato, in fact Form is called the Limit

in the Philebus and conceived after a mathematical fashion, as

a positive infinite. Precisely because Form is a positive in-

finite, it embraces or includes all reality within its nature,

and hence it may be seen as having various dimensions.

Metaphysical Dimension of Form

This dimension has been touched on briefly already.

The metaphysical status of Form is actuality, as r¡ras discerned

earlier, but not only this, it is an actuality, ontologically

prior to the creative process of events in space and time.

lol,f"taphy"ics, Book 5, Chapter L7 .
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But this is only a partial explication of this dimension of

Form. There is another aspect to this dimension which needs

to be probed a1so, in order to arrive at some understanding

of what Plato meant when he referred to the Pattern.

That aspect of Form which accounts for the intell-

igibility and structure of events in space and time, and pre-

vents the world from falling into utter chaos, is Form as

cause.

Form is a pattern which renders events open to being

objects of scientific inquiry. Since Form is pure character

it identifies and characterlzes events by limiting their mat-

ter to a specific region of space. This is that aspect of Form

as formal cause. The form a particular event has is received

from its partícipation ín Form. InIe read ,

It appears to me that if anything else is
beautiful besides the beautiful itself the
sole reason for its being so is that iL par-
takes in that beautiful; and I assert that
the same princíple applies in all cases. Do
you assent to a cause of that sort? 11

Things in the changing world are rvhat they are because

of the Pattern; if no Form, then no particulars, since to be

a thing in space is to possess a discernible shape and unity.

irlithout the Pattern, there would be simple r-n-rconditioned

matter; as Aristotle would say, a pure potency. It can be said,

then, Lhat Form is the cause of the existence of particular

events

11Ph".do, 1ooc.
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Not only do things in space possess a discernible

shape and unity, they possess a certain direction. Because

of this the Pattern also functions as final cause. Events

seek to exemplify Form to the fullest extent possible by

their nature. This is what it means to state that things

are approximations to the forms.

The clearest illustration of. the final causality of

Form is present in the nature of the Socratic inquiry itself.
Like the creative process as a whole, the Socratic inquiry is

directed toward static immutable Form. To rest in anything

else is to rest in imperfection. In moving to\^rard its goal,

it moves through various levels of simplicity to the purely

Simple.

Here \^ie notice a fundamental difference with those who

are usually cal1ed the Process philosophers. I^Ihitehead and

Alexander, the two most prominent figures, view the creative

process as an emergent organism with an internal drive toward
L2

greater and greater levels of complexity. Alexander, for

example, contends that the most simple, space-time, is the

startíng point of creative evolution which pushes the process

of generation torvard the most complex of all, God.

The Socratic inquiry, because it begins with the many,

starts there, and views Simplicity, the Pattern, as its goal.

L2 b̂amue r
The MacMillan

Alexander, Space
Company, L920).

Time.And Deity, (Nern' York:
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The creative process is to be construed in the same \Jay:

each emergent entity strives to approximate to its form as

fully as its nature will allow; and the process as a whole

seeks to approximate to Lhe Pattern as fully as possible.

The one Form as the Pattern, then, functions as both the

formal and the final cause.

Value Dimension of Form

This dimension of Form j-s denoted by what Plato calls
the Good, âlthough it does not strictly denote this. Let it
be stated again that in dealing with different dimensions of
Form we are not slicing the pie into pieces, as iL were, but

rather explicating the rj-chness of Being.

The Good is the unity and actuality of all value. This

suggests that there is a rational or evaluative ordering of

the multiplicity of forms, and that the ground of their ob-

j ective reality is pure value. This is a point with v¡hich

Santayana disagrees. I{e views the realm of essence as devoid

of any value and just the simple ordering of bare essences.

It is difficult, if not impossible, Lo make sense of this,

since if he admits the ordering of essences in terms of greater

generality of form, how can he not admit an evaluational or-

dering? Ttre ans\¡rer is, he must admit it. The more unity and

simplicity there is, the more value.

This argument applies with equal force at the level of

emergence. As we savr, the Pattern is the final cause of the

process, and the achievement of unity in accordance \r,ith the
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Pattern as final cause is the achievement of value. As each

emergent entity proceeds through time it views certain forms

as relevant to its emergence at particular moments. This

grading of relevance can only be conceived in terms of value.

And thisoevaluational ordering of forms is an eternal pattern,

i.e., its value is to be conceived as immutable. How could it

be otherwise, since to argue that it is not so would destroy

the unity and actuality of value, as hierarchical pattern?

But Inlhitehead does just this. His reasons are entrenched

deep within his metaphysics. He argues that the valuational

ordering of eternal objects is dependent upon the subjective

feeling of each actual occasion.

The definiteness of the actual- arises from the
exclusiveness of eternal objects in their func-
tion as determinants But in the formation
of this integrated datum there must be deter-
mination of exactly how this eternal object has
ingress into that datum- conjointly with the re-
maining eternal objects and actual entities de-
rived from the other feelings According as
the valuation of the eonceptual feeling is a
'valuation up' or a 'valuation down' , the
importance of the eternal object as felt in the
integrated feeling is enhanced, attenuated.
(italics not mine) 13

The value that the realm of eternal objects has, for

I,,Ihitehead, is not permanent, for its value changes with each

emergent occasion. I,rlhitehead endorses the view that the realm

of form is apprehended in an infinite number of ways, and

agreement is present here, but he views the value of form as

Reality, pp. 367'368.13e. 
tq I,rlhitehead, Proces s and
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identical with the grading of relevance by each actual oc-

casion. As a consequence, the value of form is relative to

each individual. This makes the hierarchy of value dependent

on each point of view.

Value, for Plato, oû the other hand, intensifies with

unity; absolute value is absolute r:nity. Value is not depend-

ent upon any individual's conceptual grasp of it.. ft remains

forever. To be sure, the value of Form is grasped in different

rdays, but the value is not these different apprehensions of

Form. The unity of the Good, is the unity of absolute value,

and that value can be grasped in different r'rays only because

it is absolute value.

Inlhitehead's reason for his evaluational relativity

rests, by and 1arge, on his theory that eternal objects (forms)

are pure possibilities. The evaluational ordering of eternal

objects by individual occasions is not value per se, but

rather it is the conferring of value on them in the sense that

they become valuable for experience when so ordered. "Such

ideal situations, apart from any reality, are devoid of intrin-
13

sic value, but are valuable as elements in purpose." Act-

uality is value per se for I^Ihitehead.

'Value' is the word I use for the instrinsic
reality of an event. Value is an element which
permeates through and through the poetic view
of nature. L4

l3e.u. I^Ihitehead, science

l4tbid, p. 93.

and the Modern I^lorld, p.103.
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There is no value apart from actualities in the process.
15

"Actuality is the value." since eternal objects are poss-

iblities, they become only a valuable component in the exper-

ience of an actual occasion if realized, i.e., they are merely

the possibilities of value.

Plato, if we have interpreted him correctly, would have

been in agreemenL with I¡.Ihitehead in his contention that act-
uality is va1ue, but would have disagreed with him in his
assertion that actuality is restricted to Becoming,the spatial.
Granted, there is spatial aetuality, i.e., spatial form, but

th¡s is a derivative reality. Form, the Good, is that fundamen-

tal actuality which transcends the realm of space. But Form

does not have value conferred upon it by particulars in space;

on the contrary, Form, the Good, is value, and is the source

of those derivative spatial actualities. The Good confers value

on particulars. The simplicity and transcendence of Form is the

simplicity and transcendence of value. And because value is
identified with actuality, there is no distinction between Being

and value.

From an ethical point of view, it could briefly be

said that the value of moral action is proportionate to the

amount of unity and consistency achieved. The moral man is
that individual who brings about a harmony in his soul among

its three parts, and, âs a result, contributes to the harn,ony

of the community. That kind of harmony and r:nity can be achieved

15tbid, p. ro5 .
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only in accordance with a grasp of the Good. The fruits of

such unity are justice, temperance, wisdom, and courage--in

a word, virtue.

[we] must lift up the eye of the Soul to gaze on
that which sheds light on all things; and when
[we] have seen the Good itself take it as a
pattern for the right ordering of the staLe and
the individual. L6

The spatial norality of Euthyphro will never achieve a

weaving together of the parts of his soul because of his pre-

occupaLion with diversity, i.e., spatial form, as value.

Standards, as Plato tells us above, mtlst be seen in the Good

itself. Only when one has his eye Lo absolute unity can he

hope to consummate the unity of self and moral action, and

hence to achieve value in himself and the community.

Aesthetic Dimension of Form

Now beauty, as r¡¡e said, shone bright amidst these
visions, and in this worl-d below we apprehend it
through the clearest of our senses, clear and res-
plendent For beauty alone this has been or-
dained, to be most manifest to sense and most
lovely of them all. L7

The aesthetic dimension of Form, termed the Beautiful,

is a more specific aspect of the value dimension, although it

may be treated as a Separate dimension for our purposes be-

cause of a hearry emphasis Plato puts on beauty and the Beau-

tiful.

Beauty is Form, and beauty in the world is formed

l6Republic , 540a.
17Ph".drr-r", 250d.
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matter. The artist tries

Beauty in the world. But

embody, as far as possible, ideal

runs into a fundamental difficulty:

his materials are spatial. Since Form cannot be introduced in-

to space, he must be content with approximating as closely as

possible to ideal Beauty, by forming his material according to

his vision of Beauty. Beauty in the world, then, is an express-

ion of artistic activity, and is the unity the materials poss-

ess as a result of that activity.
Now Plato maintains that beauLy is the most forceful

quality of all in the world, and that its sight makes onegre-

collect the true Beauty more so than any other quality. The

beauty of an object in space, Çuâ artistic creation, is an

impetus to the contemplation of true Beauty and Unity. A truly

great work of art is an almost perfect er.rbodiment of Beauty

peï se, but there is always that indelible element of necessity,

or brute fact, which resists the urge of the beautiful object

to become Beauty itself. Space is the curse of the artist. Even

the divine Demiurge, the greatest artist, is bound to create in

space (the receptacle). Because of this there is always the

chance of evil; of r:nity breaking up.

Plato's theory of art may be capsulized by stating that

particular works of art are imitations of eternal pattelï.S.

Critics are quick to point out that this does not do justice

to the novelty of art and that when the artist creates some-

thing he is creating a ne\d obj ect. One critic, for example,

to

he

l8Phr"drus, 24gd - 250d.
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says the following:

Plato starts his inquiry from the assumotion
that all art is the imitation of reality, and
that the work of art must be judged to possess
the same qualities and defects as the object
imitated A peculiarity of this theory con-
sists in the fact that not only does he regard
a work of arx a mere reduplication of something
already in existence without anything else being
added to it, but a mere "copy of a copy". 19

There are a nurnber of points to be noted here that a-re foreign

to Plato' s theory as \.,üe f ind it in the dialogues. To begin

with, there are two kinds of art in Plato: creative art and
20

acquisitive art. The first is the production of an object

which is the imitation of a form, and the second art is the

acquisition of an object already produced. Hence the above

statement that all art for Plato is imitative is incorrect.

Secondly, the work of art as an imitation of a form does not

possess the same qualities as the original. The original form

is not in space, whereas the created object is. Thirdly, and

perhaps more importantly, P1ato's theory of art as imitation

does not suggest that the created object is a mere reduplica-

tion of another object. Because the work of art is an imitation

this does not negate the novelty of the creation. The work of

art is a novel object in space. I,Jhen the artist has concluded

his manipulation of materials the result is a ne\,ü spatial act-

uality which enters into, and creates, ne\¡/ spatial relations.

L9^--Cecil Gray, The
Trench, Trubner and Co.,

20^-"Sophist, 2L9b-e

History of }Iusic, (London: Kegan Pau1,
T9tr'J-, p-6-

, trans., Joweit.
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That work of art enriches not only the artist who created it
but enriches the process as well. But because that object has

structure and shape its pattern is eternal. Although a nevü

spatial reality has been produced, a nevr eternal reality has

no t.
In order for someone to judge correctly the beauty of

a work,

He must understand, first, what the object
produced is, next, how correctly lit has
been copiedl third and last, how well a
given representation has been effected, in
point of language, melody, or rhythm. 2L

In other words, for someone to rrnderstand the beauty of a

work of art he must take into accor.rnt the spatial reality of

art and realize that because of space, works of. art can only

approximate to true Beauty. Each productive art orders its
peculiar matter or materials according to a certain form. The

closer the approximation to that form, the more beauty will

that work of art possess.

Beauty is that aspect of things which the soul recog-

nizes as akin to itself. The Socratic inquiry justifies itself

on this very point. The anticipation of the vision of beauty

begets a creative desire or spirit, like that of the artist,

to move beyond beauty in the world to the inrmutable Beauty

itself. The one who engages himself in this form of inquiry is

like an artist. His material is his o\.,rn soul on rvhich he strives

to impose order and unity. The Socratic inquiry is not just an

aesthetic inquiry. It is at once a metaphysical, axiological,

2ll"r"; 669 c-d, trans., A.E. Taylor.
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and aesthetic inquiry. It gathers together the most fund-

amental questions of each and points to the one reaLLty which

brings togebher their ans!üers.



CHAPTER 4

THE RECEPTACLE AND SPACE

Now imagine what would happen if he went down
again to take his former seat in the Cave.
Coming suddenly out of the sunlight, his eyes
would be filled with darkness. He might be re-
quired once more to deliver his opinion on those
shadows, in competition with the prisoners who
had never been released, while his eyesight was
still dim and unsteady; and it might take some
time to become used Lo the darkness. 1

As this passage indicates, the philosopher who has reached the

pinnacle of the dialectical process is not an other-worldy

figure. After surveying the realn above the cave, he returns

to its dark recesses, i.e., he does not neglecL, indeed he

cannot neglect, his spatial existence. He must act in space,

with consideration of the inevitable vicissitudes it imposes

on him. But he has something which those who are strapped in

the chains of space do not have, and that is a grasp of Form.

"!trithout having had a vision of this Form no one can act with
2

wisdom, either in his o\,.rn life or in matters of state."
The vision of Form, then, is not just an intellectual

flight above space, but is also, to use Kierkegaard's terms,

an appropriation of the eternal in the temporal.

The subject [who] is an existing individual, is
also subject to a dialectic with respect to time.
In the passionate moment of decision, where the

lRepublic,516e

2r¡i¿, 517c.
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road s\Árings arf¿ay from objective knowledge, it
seems as if the infinite decision were thereby
reaLized. But in the same moment the existing
individual finds himself in the temporal order
and the subjective "how" is transforrned into
a striving, a striving which receives indeed
its impulse and a repeated renewal from the de-
cisive passion of the infinite. 3

The striving of the Socratic inquiry is not finished above the

cave with the vision of the Good. The philosopher must return

to the cave and discern what he ought to do as a spatial crea-

ture. It is not enough that he grasps Form, he must also bring

that understanding inLo proximity with space. In this r^74y, the

Socratic inquiry has a'looping feature' to it: it travels up

above space, engulfs Form, and loops back down to space. This

is the meaning of existential pathos in Kierkegaard:- exercising

oneself in the relationship to Form. Diagramatically the sit-

uation is this:

Socratic
Inquiry

ùPace

This feature of the Socratic inquiry

forms of inquiry, which seek only the

and rest content when it is reached-

other

tivity

marks it off from

object of their ac-

The inquiry under

3-- ."Kierkegaard,
David F. Swenson. p.

Unscientific Postscript trans. ,Concludin
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discussion,on the other hand, wishes to bring that object

into relation with the individual as a subj ective thinker as

well as an objective thinker. The Socratic inquiry is creative;

an artistic activity which makes and moulds in space. Although

it departs from space at one phase, it returns to it at an-

other, for space, as r/¡e saw, is the medir:m of all artistic

creativity. Space is not only this, but also a shared reality

which preserves the integrity of moral action by preventing it

from becoming an idealistic fiction. Ultimately it preserves

the Socratic inquiry lending it credence as the highest activity

of eros.

Much has been said and implied in the discussion so far

about space. Since we are taking Plato's image of the cave

seriously and as a model for the construction of this discus-

sion, wê are nov¡ at the point where we have to ask ourselves

the question, "trrrhat is space?" Aristotle, once again, takes his

hat off to Plato when he makes the statement: ". . . while all

hold place to be something he [Plato] àl-one tried to say what
4

. ftIt as. (italics not mine) . If this is true of Plato, then

v¡e should f ind a treatment of space , or p1ace, in the dia-

logues. And, indeed, wê do, in the Timaeus. In that dialogue

vre are introduced to something called the Receptacle, which

includes the notion of space but is something more than just

that.

4Physic", Book IV, Chapter 2, z}gbLs. trans., R.P. Hardie
and R.K. Gaye.
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Before dealing with that problem, let us start where

Plato does. He points out first that he has two things post-

ulated already: Form and copies of Form. But now there needs

to be a third factor added to those.

A third we did not then distinguish, thinking
that the two would suffice; but no\^r, it seems
the argument compels us to attempt to bring to
light and describe a form difficult and obscure.

it is the Receptacle--as it were, the nurse
--of all Becoming. 5

Let us ask the most logical question in connection with

our interest in determining the nature of the Receptacle. Since

we have been dealing with Form, is the Receptacle Form? It

would seem not, for we are told that the Receptacle is that in

which visible objects come to be and perish. Forms are static

realities and their very nature disallows them from fr:nctioning

as the matrix of becoming. As we sarv, they are the formal and

final causes, but to identify the Receptacle with a Form is

to argue that Form is the material cause of objects; a con-

fusion of principles.

Plato himself deals with this question and ans\rers it

by stating that whereas the Receptacle is not something capable

of being grasped by a true account, i.e., reason, and is hardly

even an object of belief, Form, oD the other hand, is that

which is grasped only by reason, with a true accoLrnt. The con-

clusion that he reaches is thus:

so long as the two things are di-fferent, neither

5Ti*""rr", 49a.
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can ever come to be in the other in such a
T,{ay that the two should become at once one
and the same thing and two. 6

If the Receptacle, or space, is not a form, is it
absolute, i.ê., is it a principle co-existent with Form yet

independent of Form? There may be an intimation of this with

the term 'Receptacle'. This terms suggests that space is a

big box or container in which are found all physical objects

and their motions, and what is more, that any change of ob-

ject or relation does not affect the Recep.tacle in any !üay.

This is, in fact, the image which we are presenteci with in the

Timaeus and as a reality alongside yet independent of Form.

But we face a problem in construing the Receptacle as

absolute space, vi-z., what would be its metaphysical status?

I,rlould it be actuality or possibility? If it were actuality,

what would distinguish the actuality of space from the actual-

ity of Form? This question cannot be answered in terms of a

criterion, since we only multiply the problem and confuse the

issue if we suggest an ansl¡¡er in those terms. In fact, the

question has no answer at all. The actuality of space would be

identical with that of Form, because, iL ís remembered, apart

from only a conceptual difference, there is an identity of

transcendent actualities. Hence in arguing that absolute space

is actuality we are, in fact, denying the existence of absolute

space, or, looked at in another wây, we are back to the prob-

lem of whether space is a form.

6r¡i¿ , 5zc.
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I^Iou1d its status be possibility then? But if the status

of absolute space were possibility, then space would amount to

nothing at all. Possibility, wê argued earlier, is derivative
therefore it is impossible to conceive how a metaphysical

principle alongside, or co-existent with, Form could be a mere

possibility.

Let us suppose for a moment that the Receptacle is ab-

solute space, with the question of its status remaining. If

the Receptacle \^7ere unrelated to Form by being an absolute

principle in itself, then, by hypothesis, it would have no

intelligible structure, since the only things which are intell-

igible and structured are Form and those things which partake

of Form. But the traditional conception of absolute space in-
7

cludes the notions of three dÍmensions and continuity, and

to this extent it certainly has an intelligible structure. Be-

cause of this the Receptacle is not absolute space in the sense

we have described. Insofar as iL is intelligible, it partakes

of Form for part of its reality at least.

Leibniz lodges a complaint against the absolute theory

of space without considering its relations to other principles

as !,re have done, but by considering the ideas of infinite ex-

tension in three dimensions and continuity. Tf sPace is some-

thing entirely uniform in itself and unaffected by changing

relations and objects locateC within it, then the peculiar

7s."
and, more
Routle clge

Descartes, Principles of Philosophy, Second ParL,
sõle@, (London:recently, C.D. Broad,

and Kgan Paul, L949) , r:79--
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positions of bodies within it cannot be accounted for--not
even by God. That is, no sufficient reason can be given as to

Bwhy bodies are arranged in one position and not another.
Because of these difficulties, we conclude that the

Receptacle cannot be absolute in the sense of an independent
metaphysical principle. The only alternative is to contend
that the Receptacle is derivative, and this r believe to be

Platots position. And in being derivative, there must be a

form of the Receptacle. plato says of the Receptacle that,
T¡/e shall not be deceived if we call it
a nature invisible and characterless, all_receiving partaking in some very puzzl-íng
way of t4. intelligible and very hard toapprehend. g

The non-fundamental nature of the Receptacle is pointed
out here by stating that it partakes of rhe intelligible in
some pvzzling vray. T.M. Robinson suggests that what is meant

here is that "the Receptacle, while being itself neither an

idea nor a sensible, has in some \^/ay the characteristics of
10

both. " It is like Form in that it is invisible and non-

tangible, and does not in itself change, and it is like
sensibles because it is derivative, partakes of Form, and

plays a role in the generation of objects. Because of these

two aspects of the Receptacle, plato says that it is hard to
apprehend, and is "apprehended without the senses by a sort

8--Lerbni-z, Correspondence I{ith
9Ti*r.rrr, ;.
10r.¡1. Robinson, plato's psychology, (Toronto:university

of Toronto Press , L970) , p.9T:

Clark, Third Paper, pâr., 5.
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of bastard reasoning, and hardly an object of belief." Not

only does the Receptacle wax and wane and shake, as \,ve are

later told it does, but our apprehension of it does so as

well. I^ihile we might be aT¡¡are of something out there which

defies sense-perception, and, to some extent, a rational grasp

of it, still it is an irreducible factor in Becoming, and we

may be made avrare of it in the best T¡/ay by a kind of mental

abstraction. As Cornford explains,

Plato may have in mind the process \^re call
'abstraction'--thinking away all the pos-
itive perceptible contenLs of Becomirg, un-
til nothing is left but the 'room' or place
in which they occur. Lz

But it is a mistake to assume that the Receptacle is what it
is apart from those physical objects T¡re abstract. Cornford

does not point it out but the process of abstracLion is act-
ua11y a process whose aim it is to arrive at a comnon denom-

inator in each object. It is a process of thinking a\,vay diff-
erences in order to arrive at sameness. The Receptacle is act-
ually that shared spatial reality which all objects possess.

This comes close to what is usually called the theory of
relative space. According to the proponents of such a theory,

objects in space and their relations, and space are merely

tT¡¡o sides of the same metaphysical coin.

Space is the order of objects and their relations. But

11**Timaeus, 52b.

12r.u. Cornford, Plato's Cosmology, (London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul , L971), p -TW.

11
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the Receptacle is more than just this. Plato sees that there

is more to the notion of the Receptacle than just a locus or

matrix of events. He also sees space, or rather the Receptacle,

as possessing another aspect, Lhe Chaotic. He poeticizes his
insight into this aspect by the following image:

Now the nurse of Becomi.g, because it was
filled with po\^rers that vrere neither alike nor
evenly balanced, there r¡/as no equipoise in any
region of it; but it was everywhere swayed un-
evenly and shaken by these things, and by its
motion shook them in turn. And they, being thus
moved were perpertually being separated and car-
ried in different directions; just as when
things are shaken and winnowed by means of winn-
owing baskets and other instruments. . . 2l

As many commentators on Plato point out, the Receptacle is the

matter of factness, or the'brute-ness'of things. 0n the whole,

I tend to agree with them. Plato, horvever, does not leave the

problem at that point. I,tre are pointed to a problem which seems

almost paradoxical. The Receptacle is both determinate and in-

determinate. In other rvords, to harken back to an earlier

statement, it partakes of the intelligible yet in a ptzzlíng

rvay because it is , on the whole, hard to get a grasp of in a

rational sense. Plato is leaving us with a perplexing prob-

1em. The ansvzer that the Receptacle is merely bruteness of

facts only solves part of the problem. The problem must be

solved in a nrore comprehensive \.¡ay.

First of all, the bruteness of fact comes down to the

1tIJ-, 'I l_maeus , ) ¿e .
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idea that while Form may characteríze and limit an object to

a specific region, there is something else in the nature of

an object which resists its limitation: an almost inherent

tendency in the object to break up and become many. Form does

explain why one obj ect stands in certain spatial relations

with other objects, because spatial relations such as tallness,

shortness, equality, etc., are part of the formal nature of
T4

an object. The position of an object in space, i.ê., its

relations to other objects, is a formal characteristic of that

object. The geometrical extension of objects, which is their

spatiality, is a result of their location within the Receptacle.

A1l obj ects are essentially spatial and this is that factor of

them which resists LdeaLization or a reduction to Form. This

is what the so-called brute-ness of fact comes down to.

There is a positive aspect to the Receptacle which adds

something to the life of an object. Plato says that visible

objects 'cling' to the Receptacle "on pain of being nothing at

a11". In conjunction with Form it facilitates the location or

the fixing of an object in space. This aspect of the Receptacle

\,ve may call its determinate aspect. But this is not called

determinate for any arbitrary reason. The Receptacle, in this

aspect, may equally be called the principle of determination

from a hint dropped by Whitehead. He anaLyzed the concept of

determination in the following r¡lay:

' Determination' is analysable into' definiteness'

l4Ph".do, 70e - 75e
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and 'position' where 'definiteness' is the
illustration of select eternal objects, and
'position' is relative status in a nexus of
actual entities. l5

The Receptacle is the principle of determination fot

it gathers together the formal elements of an object, or event

and confers upon the resultant unity a location or position in

space, i.ê., a position among a group of other objects. Thus

the Receptacle as the principle of determination shall be

identified with what we understand as space: the order of re-

lations among matters of fact and their positions.

But there is another aspect of the Receptacle which is

almost the polar opposite of space, and this is the indeter-

minate, as it was called above. Of this Plato says the follow-

ing:

Further !'ze must observe that, if there is to be an
impress presenting a1l diversities of aspect, the
thing itself in which the impress comes to be sit-
uated cannot have been dul;; prepared unless it is
free from all those characters which it is to re-
ceive from elsewhere. Hence that which is to
receive in itself all kinds must be free from all
characters. 16

The Receptacle, then, is v¡ithout any form of its own but is

that which is the possibility of receiving different forms.

It is compared to a mirror which receives all the images cast

in it but has no qualities iLself. And, âs Demos points out,

though the Receptacle has the capacity to receive Form, it

also resists it
L7

Its receptivity coupled rvith its proclivity

15wrrir.head, Process and Reality, p.38.
16Ti."..r" , 5o d-e .

The Philosophy17R"ph.ul Demos, of Plato, p. 39
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to resist breaks Form up into a plurality of objects. Instead

of the actual Form, only approximations to it are possible.

At the present we wish to understand what the indeter-

minate aspect of the Receptacle is. It was stated earlier that

the Receptacle is the possibility of receiving form, perhaps

it could be said that the Receptacle is the 'spread-outness'

of possibility. It is difficult to speculate on the meaning

of the indeterminate aspect of the Receptacle, because there

is nothing concrete about thaL aspect to get a grasp of. But,

I think if we turn to a later dialogue we shall go a long way

in getting a handle on the problem.

In the Philebus, Plato offers an analysis of what he

terms the Unlimited and its relation to certain other princ-

iples. Once again the problem of the one and the many plays a

central role in metaphysics. But in this dialogue the problem

appears in a different manner than it did earlier with Form.

Here the problem is approached from a purely spatial point of

view. "411 things", Plato states, "that are ever said to be

consist of a one and a many and have in their nature a con-
r8

junction of Limit and Unlimitedness." He sets forth this

doctrj-ne prior to a discussion of pleasure which is the main

topic of discussion in this dialogue.

trnlhen Pl-ato speaks of the Unlimited he means by it the

absence of proportion and measure. In the case of pleasure,

there are many different kinds.

tBrnrt.urr" , 16 c.
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Of course the mere word 'pleasure' suggests a
unity, but surely the forms it assumes are of
all sorts, and, in a sense, unlike each other.
For example we say that an immoral man feels
pleasure, and that a moral man feels it too
just in being moral; or once again an in-
telligent man, wê sây, is pleased just by being
intelligent; no\,v if anyone asserts that these
several kinds of pleasure are like each other,
srlrely he will deserve to be thought foolish. 19

The numerous forms of pleasltre, some of which are mentioned

here, constitute what \,ve may call a continuum of pleasure.

The unity of a particular kind of pleasure is really a par-

ticular extent on the continuum. In much the sarre wây, the

musical scale constitutes a continuum älso. The continuum is

unlimited or indeterminate because of a lack of particularity:

it admits of a 'more' or 'less' at any ooint on the continuum.

By limiting a particular extent of the continuum, by pressing

one of the keys of a piano for example, one introduces measure

and proportion to the continuum where it did not exist before.

A certain uri.ity results from the imposition of Limit on any

continuum of that sort. That is to sây, the object which re-

sults has a formal unity, but it also ovres part of its exist-

ence to the r:nlimited continuum from which it emerged. Because

Plato identifieC an unlimited continuum rvith the many in one
20

sense , a physical object (including a sor:nd, a feeling,

19ïbid, L2c-d.
20Not the many in the sense with rvhich we have been

dealing: the particulars of a form. Plato \^7arns us at Philebus
16d not to make the mistake of identifying the unlimiteã wltE-
the many particulars. The Unlimited is the many in the sense of
a "multitude [which] becomes a plurality of discrete r:nits
when actually divided." Cornford, Plato and Parmenides, (London:
Routledge anã Kegan Paui-, 1969), p:TqE:
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etc.) is both a one and a many. It is one object in space,

i.e., it has a unity, a distinct shape, and intelligibility

because of Form, the Limit, and it is a many, for it holds

within itself relations to other objects and to itself as a

mixture of Limit and Unlimited.

Now we are to gather all these indefinite continua to-
gether as a single class and stamp the term Unlimited on it.

hlhen we find things becoming 'more' or 'less'
so-and-so, or admitting of terms like 'strongly'
'slightly' , 'very' , and so forth, wê ought to
reckon them all as belonging to a single kind,
namely that of the Unlimited; that will conform
to our previous statement which rvas, if you
remember, that we ought to do our best to collect
all such kinds as are torn or split apart, and
stamp a single character on them. 2L

But this is more than just a class concept. Plato has moved in

his understanding of the unlimited from a nunber of different

kinds of continua to a principle of Unlimitedness which is,

as it were, a continuum of continua.

The Unlimited is a mass confusion, a principle of div-

ersity. It resists the imposition of Limit and prefers to re-

main in its confused state. An analogy here is to be found in

the early dialogues. The Socratic obj ective is to urge the

interlocutor of Socrates from his confused state of ignorance

to a state of knowledge, one i.vitir form or limit.

In its resistence to Limit, the Unlimited breaks

Form up and scatters it into plurality. The plurality is rvhat

)1-'Philebus, 25a.---.-.--...--=-
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Plato calls the Mixture l

Timaeus Plato conceives

a multiplicity of relations. In the

of the mixture of the Limit and the

of the Same and the Different in theUnlimited as the mixture

Inlorld Soul.

The outer movement he named the movement of
the Same; the inner movement of the Different.
The movement of the Same he caused to revolve
to the right by way of the side; the movement
of the Different to the left by wav of the
diagonal. And he gave the supremacy to therevolution of the Same and r:niform; for he
left that single and r:ndivided; but the inner
revolution he split in six places into seven
unequal circles, severally corresponding with
the double and triple intervals, of eacñ of
which there \^/ere three . Zz

There is definiteLy a parallel here with the Limit, unlimited,
and Mixture. The same remains uniform and one, while the Dif-
ferent is plural in its movement. rt is of no importance

whether the principles presented in the philebus,

hand, and those in the Timaeus, oD Lhe other, are

on the one

to be strict-
Ly identified. For my part, r do not think an identificarion
is possible. I,rIhat is important is that Plato conceived of
spatíal existence âs, to use a term of i^Ihitehead, di-po1ar:
an object is both formal and spatial, one and many, limited
and unlimited.

ïhe Receptacle is the order of relations among obj ects,
in one aspect. rn another of its aspects it is that which

produces the spatiality and plurality of those obj ects rvhich

stand in those relations. This is its indeterminate aspect;

22Tir""rr", 36c-d.
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what Plato means by the unlimited. Form cannot account for the

spatiality of objects by itself, and neither can the Receptacle

qua orders of relations. It must be the Unlimited which is the

very general possibility of geometrical extension. The reason

it is a general possibility of geometrical extension is that
to maintain that it is an actual continuum of extension is to
accord it the distinction of being an individual. But plato's

characterLzatLon disallows such a mistake, for it always admits

of a more or less. rn being so, one can never fix it intellect-
ually or otherwise as being 'this' or 'that'

We have arrived at a most important point. The Receptacle

is di-polar just as those objects are which come to be in it.
rt has a formal aspect to iL, to wit, a space which orrües its
existence to Form. But its other aspect has no formal reality;
indeed, it resists Form, and therefore it resists any rational
or sensual apprehension of it. It is rvithout a character of
its oriùn as Plato states. Because of this, the indeterminate

aspect does not oTre its existence to Form. But \,re cannot say

that this aspect of the Receptacle is fundamental either, since

vre found that the Receptacle is derivative and not absolute.

From what does the indeterminate aspect derive its existence?

The ans\,ver is Soul.

In Chapter 1, vle reviewed briefly the notion of Soul

and found it a very pregnant idea for metaphysics. The nature

of Soul was shown to be self-moving motion, and two kinds of
self-moving motion \,vere presented: unpatterned self-moving

motion wrricrr is the prior notion at the metaphysical level,
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and patterï.ed self-moving motion, a more specific motion at

the existenrial level. This latter kind of motion is patterned

in virtue of a relation to Form. But, as vle are about to see,

all derivative motions need to stand in relation to Form.

An important distinction is drawn by Plato betvreen two

very different types of causes. The passage in which this
distinction is made calls for quotation.

üIe must declare that the only existing thing
which properly possesses intelligence is soul,
and this is an invisible thing, whereas fire,
\,vater, earth, and air are all visible bodies;
and a lover of intelligence and knowledge
must necessarily seek first for the causation
that belongs to the intelligent nature, and
only in the second place for that which be-
longs to things that are moved by others and
of necessity set yet others in motion. InIe too
then, mrlst proceed on this principle: v7e must
speak of both kinds of cause, but distinguish
causes that work with intelligence to produce
what is good and desirable, from those which,
being destitute of reason, produce their sun-
dry effects at random and without order. 23

I,rIe are interested here in the second, random kind of cause.

Presently, Plato tells his readers that this is an "Errant
24

Cause--in what manner its nature is to cause motion." The

activity of this cause is without form and pattern (destitute

of reason) and must be persuaded by Reason to produce the best

effects. The Errant Cause is also called Necessity and resides

in the Receptacle. I,,Ii.thout the intervention of some kind of

rational activity to direct the vital yet unpurposive causality

na
"rbid,46c-d.
24rbið.,48a.
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of Necessity, nature would be something unrecognizabLe a

random conglomeration of events with no purpose or structure.

Connnenting on the Errant Cause, Cornford illustrates a case.

If we toss a coin and it comes down heads up,
it would not occur to us to call that a 'nec-
essary' result, because (we should feel) there
is no law that coins must come down so. lHowever]
Aristotle would call it indifferently a 'chance'
result or a 'necessary' result: it comes about
by causes that cannot act other-wise than they
do and are not directed by purpose. 25

It is important to bear in mind the characterlzatLon of

the Errant Cause in terms of motion. In the Statesman the

Errant Cause, or Necessity, is depicted in a myth as an orig-

inal impulse to resist the guiding hand of God.

And now the pilot of the ship of the universe
let go the handle of its rudder and retired

to his eonníng tov¡er in a place apart. Then des-
tiny and its own inborn urge took control of
the world again and reversed the revolution of
it. A shudder passed through the world at the
reversing of its rotation, checked as it was
between the old control and the new impulse which
had turned end into beginning for it and begin-
ning into end. This shock set up a great quaking
which caused destruction of living creatures
of all kinds. This bodily factor belonged
to it in its most primeval condition, for before
it came to its present order as a universe it was
an utter chaos of disorder. It is from God's act
when he set it in its order that it has received
all the virtue it possesses, while it is from its
primal chaotic condition that all the wrongs and
evils arise in it--evils which it engenders in
turn in the living creatures rvithin it. 26

This is important in that it conveys the resistancé of

25r.u Cornford, Pfelpl s Cosmology, p. 166

26Sa"a""man, 272e - 273c.
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the Receptacle (Necessity) to receive Form, and even when

persuaded to receive it, there is an inherent tendency of ob-

jects to dissipate into many. This inherent impulse of ob-

jects and the world is conceived in terms of motion--counter-

revolution. In the Timaeus it is presented as the subordinate

revolution of the Different. Thinking of the indeterminate in

terms of motions throws us back to the notion of Soul and

motion. Passages in which this aspect of the Receptacle is

the subject of conversation always mention it in terms such

as the following. It was made "watery and fiery"; "there was

no equipoise in any region of it; but was everywhere swayed

unevenly and shaken."; "In the same \¡.ray at that time the four

kinds !üere shaken by the Recipient, which was itself in motion,
26

like an instrument for shaking." As one scholar put iL,

the chaotic or necessity is "an irreducible element of im-
27

perfection in the material universe. " Necessity lacks

form; it does not partake of Form in any way, and, in the words

of the Philebus,

Any compound, whatever it be, that does not by
some means or other exLribit measure and pro-
portion, is the ruin both of its ingredients
and, first and foremost, of itself; what you
are bound to get in such cases is no real mix-
ture, but literal-Iy a miserable mass of r¡rmixed
messiness. 28

This is a conmrent on the Unlimited in itself , prior

26Ti*".r-.", 52ð - 53a.
27e.c. Fierd, The

28Phil"br:", 64d.

Philosophy of Plato, p. 106
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to the mixture. It lacks beauty, proportion, and truth,
29

and because these characterize the Good , the Unlimited

is devoid of any relation to Form. Its reality as an Errant

Cause is therefore derived from Soul, which, ãt the meta-

physical leve1, is unconditioned, unpatLerned and lacking

any measure and proportion. The conclusion that the indeter-

minate aspect of the Receptacle partakes of Soul is unavoid-

able. Form, by nature, cannot account for motion, yet the

Receptacle is fiery and shakes.

I,rTe have found that the Receptacle is a derivative

reality and not fundamental as it may seem in its presentation

in the myth of the Timaeus. It was also fornd to be complex

and not simple; it partakes of both Form and Soul and because

of this its complexity consists of two aspects: a determinate

and an indeterminate aspect. Ttrroughout this chapter we were

concerned mainly with the latLer. The for:mer- determinate

aspect shall be dealt with in the next chapter rvhile treating

the theory of participation.

29Tbið,, 65a, "Then if we cannot hunt down the Good
under a sîñþTe form, 1et us secure it by the conjr:nction of
three, Beauty, Proportion, and Truth."



CHAPTER 5

PARTICIPATIOLI

A cortrnon criticism of process philosophers imputecl against
Plato is that his separation of Being and Becoming, which they

laboriously term ontological bifurcation, is a metaphysical

faux pas. No metaphysics, they would sây, could separate Form

and fact, Being and Becoming, and still lay claims to being

consistent. Any move of that sort inevitably leads to tr^7o

worlds and the irresolvable problem of accounting for their
relation. The problem, they might further contend, is analogous

to the problem Descartes encountered once he had separated mind

and body. One such process philosopher argued that Plato's
'extreme separationisn' rendered the task of philosophy susp-

I
ect. I¡,IhiIe Bigger is incorrect in his assertion that Plato

held an extreme separation of Form and fact, he is on the mark

in his view that the key to the difficulty lies in the theory

of participation.

In endeavouring to r:nderstand the relation of Form to

space in Plato, wê are essentially interested in fathoming the

meaning of participation and spatial form. From the point of
the Socratic inquiry, wê seek to capture the r:nity of Form in

'1tCharles
(Baton Rouge:

P - Bigger
Louis iana

, Participation: A Platonic Inquiry,
st@ Pressl-f9õ-8f, p.56.
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space, the infinite in the finite as Kierkegaard said.

I^Ihen dealing with the Euthyphro a number of points lrere

noted about the Socratic inquiry. The most general perception

\^/as that Form and space are presuppositions of that inquiry.

But not only are they the presuppositions, they are also the

objects of the inquiry as well. The objective of Socrates vras

to extract those presuppositions which pervaded his inquiry,

not just to dangle them in front of himself so to speak, but

to act with the a\¡rareness that these constitute aspects of the

existential; the self. In his interlocutor, Socrates faced a

poetic exemplification of the spatial; someone who refused to

move beyond the particular in the search for principles of ex-

planation. But in himself Form was not the only exemplar.

Granted he sought the form over and above the particular, but

he did not lose sight of the particular, even in the loftiest

moments of discourse. The morality of Socrates is r.nlique in

this respect. It is not merely spatial or temporal, and neither

is its locus in the eternal. One philosopher capsulized the

moral life in this way which is Lrue of Socrates.

It is not merely successive; Lf it were it would
not even be a life of serious endeavour towards
good. It is not simpLy a life of present and
eternal fruition, from which succession and con-
flict have fallen away, for then it would be
someLhing more than ethical. In proportion to its
moral \,üorth, it is a life which is undergoing a
steady elevation and transmutation from the mere
successiveness of a simple existence to the
whole and simultaneous fruition of all good
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which would be the eternity of the divine. 2

It is true to say that the morality which Socrates is

in search of in the early dialogues is to be found between the

successive, or spatial, and the eternal. At one end of the

scale, there is that morality the centre of which is in space,

and the morality at the opposite end finds its centre fixed in

Form. Spinoza is an example of the latter. For Spinoza, the

moral man is he who lives his life in the intellectual love of

God, which transcends the duration of things and views existence

'r:nder the form of eternityr.

Socrates sought to help his colleague in dialogue over-

come the separation within himself bet\reen the spatial and the

formal. The separation consisted in the preoccupation with the

former to the exclusion of the latter. But Socrates did not wish

that his interlocutor fix his thought exclusively on Form, and

live as Spinoza's moral man, for that does not resolve the

separation but perpetuates it in a different guise. The Socra-

tic objective is not to tiP the scales in any one direction

but to balance them. The good life, the Philebus argues, is the

'mixed' life. Socrates himself wished to understand the form

of an action and appropriate that reality so as to give rise

to virtue in the soul. And this takes place in the course of

unearthing Lhe formal presupposition of an action in order to

2n.n.
MacMillan and

Taylor, The
Co., Ltd.,

Faith of A Moralist Series 1, (London:
T93o-r, T. To0 .
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understand onets self and one's actions.

Kierkegaard made a distinction that is germane at this
point. The distinction appears in an earlier work and is

that between subjective dread and objective dread. !'Taken in

the strictest sense, subjective dread is the dread posited
3

in the individual as a consequence of his sin." Subjective

dread is an existential caLegory, while objective dread is a

metaphysical category. "The creation is in a state of imper-

fection Surely this dread in the creation can rightly be
4

called objective dread. " The important point to be noted

here is that Kierkegaard conceived of dread and sin in terms

of separation.

Subjective dread, being the conflict and separation with-
ín the individual, is not the simple separation bervüeen reason

and passion, âs one may gather from the image of the charioteer

The existential situation is much more complex than that. The

image suggests a dichotomy of the formal and the spatial with-

in the individual, and even between the individual and society

intimated in the allegory of the cave. Kierkegaard notes this

in a passage.

T'he human soul is a contradiction betrveen the

3..."Kierkegaard, The Concept of Dread trans., \^ialter Lor,;rrie
(Princeton: Princeton Uiiveisity Press, L944), pp. 50-51.

4rbid, pp. 5r-52
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external and the inward, the temporal and the
eternal. It is a self-contradiction because
that which makes it what it is, is the fact
that it wishes to express the contradiction
in itself. The soul is therefore in contra-
diction, and is self-contradiction. If it
were not in contradiction then movement
would be impossible. 5

The contradiction, or rather separation, is essential

to the Socratic inquiry. If the human soul !ùere simply spatial,

i.e., concerned only with particulars at the moment, there

would be no recognition of Form in arly \ñay. As Taylor said in

the quote above, there would be no serious aspiration towards

any goal. In fact, the moment would be an end in itself. On

the other hand, if the soul \^rere completely formal in orient-

ation, or, in other words , Lf its centre were posited in Form,

there would be no existential problem: the soul would only

rest. The separation is necessary, but it does not have to be

malefic. It is the very impetus of the Socratic inquiry.

The separatj-on is not to be overcome by opting for one

of its elements, as \^ras pointed out, but by bringing the ele-

ments together. \¡Ie shall call this, 'existential participation'

I^Ihen the Socratic inquiry begins its descent back down

the cave, the problem for the individual is to bring his grasp

of Form into relation with himself qua creature who must act.

In this sense he becomes a subjective thinker; one rvho is in-

terested in bringing together seemingly disparate elements of

5,-.Kr-erKegaard, Edifying Discourses Vol. 2 trans. , David
F. Swenson and Lillian M. Swenson, (Minneapolis: Augsberg
Publishing Housé, L943-6), p. 76.
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the soul. The socratic answer lies in virtue, where one's

knowledge of Form is tantamount to one's actions in space

(which, from this point of view, we earlier termed the realm

of action). This is what it means to say that this kind of
moral action is, in one sense, the very standard of action
itself. Hence the unity sought afxer in the socratic inquiry
is not only the unity of Form, but also the unity'of the in-
dividual.

The notion of existential participation here is a

complicated one. The activity of the eros qua reason is shaped

by Form in its very search for Form itself. Existential par-

ticipation is the achievement of unity in the soul in accor-

dance with its grasp of a fr:ndamental metaphysical unity. This

is essentially the meaning of the Socratic theory of virtue, and

what Plato means by justice in the individual soul, as the

harmony among its parts. The uni-ty of the soul is a process

which begins in the initial stages of the inquiry with the

recognition of the inadequacies of the spatial as a principle
of explanation. It is doubtful whether complete unity of
soul can ever be reached, for that would mean the annihila-
tion of difference. Difference must be preserved. Rather than

annulling the tension bet\,üeen the formal and the spatial--
the eternal and the temporal--within the individual him-

self, by opting for one or the other, the tension rnust be
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maintained. As Kierkegaard held, only when the temporal and

the eternal are held in a dialectical tension can there be

any purpose to existence.

This is not a simple affaír. The eternal must be approp-

riated by the individual in time. This is what Socrates attemp-

ted to do in unearthing the formal presuppositions of partic-
urars: not to take existnce to the eternal, for that erases

the individual, but to bring the eternal to existence. This is
what some philosophers mean by 'authentic' existence, and what

{de choose to call existential participation. Kierkegaard dis-
plays an understanding of the Socratic inquiry's search for
existential unity when he writes: "He v¡ho with respect to
guilt is educated by dread will therefore repose only in atone-

6
ment. tt

Dread, therefore, is separation and it is overcome by
7

participation- This is tTue of objective dread as well as sub-

jective dread. The former, it was said, is a metaphysical caLe-

gory, and is, more specifically, the separation berween the realm

of Form and the realm of changing things. The exLreme separation

of which Biggar accuses Plato is not quite correct, for it suggests

a radical distinction between Form and things. Admittedly there

is a distinction bet\..reen the two realms, but not a radical one.

6--."Kierkegaard,

7,, .'Kierkegaard,
ticipation' in this
the notion of -dread

The Concept of Dread, p.145.

of course, does not employ the
context. The purpose here is to
from a Platonic perspective.

tern 'pat-
r¡r ders tand
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This is not merely a verbal disagreement with Bigger. To

stress a radical separation is at once to state that the only

relation between the t!'/o is that of difference. And this pre-

cludes the notion of participation as exemplification or im-

itation: a fundamental point of the theory. Aristotle thinks

that participation as imitation is a poetical metaphor, and
8

he is correct. Metaphors are not empty expressions, but

denote a relation of similarity. Bigger's criticism neglects

this, and, to this extent, is i11-for:nded.

Extreme separation is bridged by participation. Indeed,

the notion of extreme separation is inconsistent in every res-

pect with Plato's cosmology. Particulars or,,ùe their existence

to Form both as formal and final cause. There exists a direct
relation between Form and particulars: the relation of cause

and effect. Therefore, radical separation i¿ould be consistent

only with the view that there were no particulars, which is an

absurdity. The theory of participation unifies facts v¡ith Form

in the way an effect is r:nified with cause, i.ê., as owing its
nature and character to it.

At bottom, cosmological participation involves three

things. It first of all involves a dichotomy of internal and

external relations. Particulars, or facts, are internally re-

lated to Form, but Form is only externally related to partic-

ulars. Basically, âD internal relation is one which rnakes a

BMetap-hysics , Book 1, Chapter g .
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difference to the object standing in that relation, and an

external relation is one that does not. The internal relation
of. a particular to Form makes an essential difference to the

particular. rf parti-culars did not stand in this peculiar re-
lation to Form, then, strictly speaking, there would be no

particulars. More clearly, the existence of particulars is
dependent upon Form. If they were to move out of their re-

lation to Form, they would, ât the same time, cease to exist.
But Form itself remains unaffected by the flux of relations
in the world. It makes no difference to the Being of Form if
a particular no longer stands in an essential relation to it.
1'he just man requires the form of Justice to be the moral man

he is, but if he falls into bad company and becomes the oli-
garchic individual described in the Republic with appeti-tes

reigning supreme, Justice itself remains secure, while the in-
dividual, parting its compãfry,. has become.,other that he was.

No\nz, it is true that particulars stand in internal re-

lations to other particulars in space. Iühitehead pointed out

correctly that other particulars may enter into the internal

constitution of an entity. But the internal relation of a par-

ticular to Form is more basic to the formal structure of that

entity. For the Form, of which the particular partakes, gives

being to the particular, whereas the internal relation of one

particular to another may alter the structure of that entity,

but not obliterate its existence if it moved out of that re-

lation. This, ho\,'7ever, does not devalue the importance of
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internal relations at the 1eve1 of emergence. Lrihitehead thinks
that the flux of relations among particulars constitutes its
adventures, and are important since they affect theír being

as they enter into and step out of various relations. Another

process philosopher expresses the same idea in this passage.

Actualities are caught up in adventures, subject
to conditions, qualified in multiple ways. Each
bears the marks of its encounters with other Act-
ualities. The operations of other Actualities
make a real difference. An Actuality is what
it has worked itself out to be in the face of the
insistencies and resistances of other Actualities. 9

This raises the second point of the theory of partic-
ipation. Particulars are contingent beings, while Form is
necessary Being. From an epistemological point of view, the

necessity of Form consists of the abiliLy to conceive it in
and through itself. Spinoza, once again, proves to be helpful
in r:nderstanding Form, with his definition of substance.

By subst+ncq, I mean that which is in itself and
is conceived through itself : in other .words , that
of which a conception can be formed indepenclently
of any other conception. 10

Particulars, in contrast to Form, cannot be conceived

in this way. In order to conceive of a particular, or rather

'know' a parLicular, one must conceive of its causes in add-

ition to the particular. In Spinoza's terms, particulars

cannot be conceived through themselves, but only. when one

9Parrl InIeiss, Modes of Being, (Carbondale and Edivardsville:
Southern Illinois UnÏversity Press, L968), p.231.

10^"Spinoza, The Ethics Part 1 def 3 trans. , Elwes
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11
brings in other conceptions. Those other conceptions are

Form, as formal and final cause, and other particulars to

which it is internally related. This brings to the fore the

metaphysical issue of this point of the theory of partic-

ipation. The necessity of Form consists in its simplicity, its

perfection, and the contingency of a particular consists in

its complexity as a conjunction of creativity and eternal ob-

jects (I^Ihitehead) ; essence and matter (Santayana). Plato writes

I^Iell, now isn' t anything that has been compounded
or has a composite nature liable to be split up
into its component parts? Isn't it incomposite
things alone that can possibly be exempt from
that? And isn't it most probable that the in-
composite things are those that are always con-
stant and unchanging while the composite ones are
those that are different at different times and
never constant? L2

In a later dialogue, Plato calls the r-u-rity of Form a 'monad';

simple and unchangíng, "subject neither to generation nor
l3

destruction." Th.at which is subject to generation and

destruction is the compound individual, and is, because of

this, contingent.

The third point to be noted in the theory of partic-

ipation is that particulars 'exemplify' Form. The rmity of a

particular thing in Space exPresSes a more fr:ndamental meta-

1lcf. , Theaetetus, l53c

12Ph".do , 7Bc.

13Phil"b,-r", l5b
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physical unity. Plato also ca1ls this idea 'imitation'. An

imitation is not an original trnity, but a derivative one. But

there are various kinds of imitation. some imitations may be

representations of an original, as when a painter represents

a particular landscape on canvas. However the imitation of
Form by a particular is not, strictly speaking, a represent-

ation of Form. Representation is a perceivable relationship
between the original and the copy. And the relation between

Form and particular is, of course, Dot perceivable but con-

ceivable. Plato has an interesting comment to make on the idea

of representation.

The art of representation, then, is a long way
from reality; and apparently the reason why
there is nothing it cannot reproduce is that it
Brasps only a small part of an object, and that
only as an image. 14

Representation deals with the object qua appearance

(image), and hence is situated in the lower stages of the

divided line. But participation points to the heart of an ob-

ject--its formal structure--and brings together the lower and

higher stages of the divided line. Plato says in one díalogue:

"what is meant by participation of other things in the ldeas,
15

is really assimilation to them. " The assimilation of par-

ticulars to Form ensures that the former have a measure of

value, otherwise the attribution of worth to moral actions

l4Republic, 598b.

15^*-Parmenides, I32d, trans. , Jowett
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and objects is meaningless. I^lith this in mind, the charge

of ontological bifurcation against Plato is clearly indefens-

ible. Think of exemplification and imitation in terms of the

aLLegory of the cave, where the puppets cast their shadows on

the cave wall. The shadows would be nothing without the orig-

inal puppets which cast them. And yet, as insubstantial as they

are, the shadows have a degree of reality, in addition to point-

ing beyond themselves to the puppets which cast them. They par-

ticipate in the puppets and exemplify them, even though most of

the prisoners remain ignorant of this. There is certainly no

bifurcation between shadow and puppet in this respect; to

suggest this would be ludicrous. Plato does, in a mythical and

pictorial context, present particulars as seParated from Form;

but one must remember to keep one's perspective on the dialogue

and the way in which Plato expresses his insights.

In sunmary, Form is the conditio sine qua non of partic-

ulars. The latter are contingent beings, internally related to

Form which they express and exemplify to a certain degree. This

ansvrers the question of the rneaning of spatial form, or de-

rivative actuality.

The form, or intelligible structure, an entity in space

possesses is ontologically derived from Form itself. In this

!üay, just as the one Form (the Good, the Pattern, the Beautiful)

contains all the reality of the many forms, so also it contains

all the reality of the many particulars in space and time.

From a different perspective, all the reality e)<Pressed in time
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and space by spatial form per se is contained eternally in
the infinite essence of Form. In the philosophy of Kant, this
idea of Form is akin to what he calls the unconditioned ens

realissimum: the final and ultimate sanction of reason in its

creative search for unity.
The concept of an ens realissimum is, therefore,
of all concepts of possTb-Tã-EEing-s, Lhat which
best squares with the concept of an uncondition-
ally necessary being It is declared that it

is the identity of all possible perfections, and, for the Socra-

tic inquiry, is that alone which " can complete the series of

conditions when we proceed to trace these conditions to their
gror-rrd. "

Spatial form is the particularization of this unity. It

is the multiple differentiation of pure actuality into deriv-

ative actuality in a spatial setting. I^Ihile this ans\^zers the

question of what spatial form is, it raises another question.

The problem raised was ans!üered very briefly, and perhaps cryp-

tically, earlier, but now demands a more explicit treatment.

The probl-ems centres aror-:nd Plato's theory of creation.

How is it that Form, which is static, can express itself

in space? Form is the teleological and formal cause, not an

efficient cause. A cause outside of Form would seem to be

possesses a1l reality.

The ens realissimum for

L6

Kant is that absolute unity which

t6-.Kant
Smirh , pp-.--'ig)

Critique of
et seqq.

Pure Reason trans. , Norman Kemp
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necessary in order to accor:nt f.or participation. It must

be a moving principle which can in some \day function as an

efficient cause. This problem becomes the ever-increasing

issue of the later dialogues, until we reach the latest dia-

logue, the Laws, in which is given an elaborate analysis of

the principle of motion. Perhaps Plato's reasons for his em-

phasis on motion in the later part of his life was an ar¡rare-

ness of the incompleteness of a metaphysics of rest, as is

presented in its most mature form in the middle dialogues (es-

pecially in the Phaedo and Republic). Inlhatever the reasons, âD

attempt to construe Form as an active efficient cause ultim-

ately leads to a contradiction. Some have conceived of the Good

in the Republic as active. There is a danger in this--although

the Republic does lend itself to that interpretaLion--in that

it blurs the distinction between the theory of Form and the
18

theory of Soul. A certain passage in a later dialogue has
L9

also been taken by some

to some extent.

as indicating that Form is active

L7

The Sophist contains a dramatic

does not consist solely in the realm of

statement that realitY

Form but also in a princiPle

L7 ct. ante, p.51

lSSophist , 247e. Cornford's examination of this passage
eliminates its ambiguity.

19^ ---See, for example, Paul Elmer More, The Religion
Pþ!q, p .203 .

of
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of motion.

Then the philosooher, who has the truest rev-
erence for these qualities, cannot oossibly
accept the notion of those who say that the
whole is at rest, either as a rnity or in
many forms: and he will be utterly deaf to
those who assert universal motion. As child-
ren say entreatingly, 'Give us both' , so he
will include both the movable and the im-
movable in his definition of being and all. 20

The Friends of the Forms are those individuals to whom

Plato refers when he says that there are some who admit of no

other reality than the changeless. PlaLo was also faced, âs

\,re are in the t!üentieth century, with those who, in contra-

diction to the Friends of the Forms, admit of no other reality
than that which is in perpetual motion; i.e., process phil-

osophers. Cratylus \^7as one such philosooher, and it is most

1ikely that Plato has him in mind in the above quote. Cratylus

would admit of no stasis, or spatial form, in nature. Henri

Bergson, a twentieth century philosopher, maintained a similar
position. But just as the theory that reality consists of Form

only cannot account for participation, so the theory that
reality consists of the élan vital (Bergson) only fails to

account for order and relations. Insofar as you have a principle

of motion, you have an ethically neutral spontaneity which can-

not express itself in any formal \^ray. Stated succinctly, you

cannot get a world from either pure Form or pure motion. Like

children, wê must ask for them both.

20Sophist , 249c-ð, trans. , Jowett.
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In the splendid myth of creation in the Timaeus, Plato

pÍctorially conveys the relation between Form and Soul. The

divine Demiurge, or God, by f.Lat introduces Form into the

Receptacle. But it is not a simple matter of looking to the

Pattern and creating copies in space. The Demiurge must 'pet-
suade' the Receptacle in its indeterminacy (necessity) to

receive Form and "guide the greatest part of the. things that
become toward what is best." 2L Partaking of Soul, the Re-

ceptacle is errant in its motions. Its motions must be tied
dovm to specific regions. This is accomplished by the Demi-

urge who, in his goodness, imposes l-imit upon necessity. 22

The Demiurge here is somewhat similar to what Anaxagoras meant

by Mind. Mind, for Anaxagoras, causes and orders all things,

and it "must do all its ordering and arranging in the fashion

that is best for each indiviCual thing." 23

The Demiurge, although presented in a mythical context,

should not be construed as a mythical figure himself. He is

described as the 'best soul', and this is the motif which

ought to be taken literally. The necessity of a moving cause as

that principle by which the world of becoming partakes of

2lTior".rr" , 4Ba.
22rbíd, 29e - 3oc.
23Ph""do , 97c.
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the realm of Form is the essential meaning of the figure of

the Demiurge. The Demiurge ' shadows forth' Form in the r¡orld
just as the fire shadows forth the images of the puppets on

the wa1l of the cave. The Socratíc inquiry is similar to the

creative activity of the Demiurge. But there the activity of
the soul takes place in a different way and a different dir-
ection. Socrates does not wish to instantiate Form in the

world as the Demiurge does, rather his objective is to with-
draw it, in an intellectual \ray.

ïn the Philebus the how and why of creation are answered

in much the same \,üay as they are in the Timaeus. The mixture,

as that which becomes, cannot be explained by itself, nor by

Form alone. InIe are compelled to acknowledge the existence of

a cause which unites the discrete elements of the mixture. The

explanation of efficient causality belongs to a rational cause

who imposes Form on the Receptacle gua indeterminacy. The result

of this activity is extended spatial form in relation to it-

self and other particulars.

A particular is the unity of two spatial sides. It is

composed of its internal space and its external space. Paul

hleiss perceived this most clearly in recent times when he

r,vrote: "An Actuality is a unification of a private and public

side. " 24 The internal space of an object is the limited

extent of its form. Plato expresses this in an analogy.

24P^uI Inleiss, Modes of Being, p. 37 .
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Now, what conditions are always present when
anything is produced? CLearLy, an initial im-
pulse grows and reaches the second stage and
then the third stage out of the second, fin-
ally (at the third stage) presenting percip-
ient beings with something to perceive. 25

Notice that Plato's analogy conceives of objects after a math-

ematical fashion. This means that their internal structure is
formal. This is true, but perhaps misleading. Objects are not

formal only, but rather are 'in-formed' motions. Objects in
space have a tendency to break up, as \^7as pointed out, in vir-
tue of being a mixture. The motions of the Receptacle, in its
indeterminate aspect, need to be tied down--'in-formed'--in
order for there to be the existence of particulars. This is
r¿hat Plato means by persuading Necessity in the creation of
the world. The analogy above becomes clearer with this in mind.

The internal space of a particular is the geometrical ordering

of its motion.

The external space of a particular is the relations it
possesses with other objects. The experience an object has

with other particulars enables it to adjust to its environment.

That is, the character an object has in its social setting is

what it has worked itself out to be in its relations 'çvith other

particulars. This is the external space of a particular; its

social and dynamic aspects. Hence we can see that the activity

of an object plays just as an important a role ín its life as

arr emergent particular as does its formal reality. A multiplicity

25L"r" , 894a.
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of different kinds of relatíons exists between particulars.
They need not be listed here. The important point is that
particulars actively relate themselves to other particulars.
i.tlhitehead terms this activity'prehension' .

So, the internal space of an object is the object as it
stands in relation to the metaphysical factors comprising its
existence, and the external space of an object is what that

object is in its relations to other derivative actualities.
The external space of an object ensures that it is not an

ísolated individual. Aristotle correctly stated that, "TLte

world is not a collection of isolated individuals; all are
26

somehow connected with another." The world looked on as

a whole, comprised of a system of ordered relations, is an

emerging organism. The rrnity of the whole is received from

t\,ro sources : Form and Soul, but its direction is toward Form

only. Form accounts for the co-operation of all particulars

by being that final cause to which it is moving. Aristotle has

an important passage which is relevant here.

The unmoved mover has no contingency; it is
not subject even to minimal change (spatial motion
in a circle) since this is what it originates. It
exists, therefore, of necessity; its being is good,
and .it is in this way that it is a principle of
motion. 27

The motion of .the universe toward Form involves the

notion of time; what Plato calls 'the moving likeness of

26M.t"phy"i"", Book !2, Chapter 10

Z7:Iaid, chapter 7
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Eternity' .

I{ow the nature of that Living Being was eternal,
and this character it was impossible to confer
in full completeness on the generated thing. But
he [Demiurge] took thought to make, as it were,
a moving likeness of eternity; and at the same
time that he ordered the Heaven, he made, of
eternity that abides in unity, âD everlasting
likeness moving according to nu¡rber--that Lo
which we have given the name Time. 28

The co-operation of individual objects with one another, âs

a whole, moves in time to the final sanction of all motion

(including the rational motion of eros). The whole partakes

of Form in this wây, and this is what Plato means by Time as

the moving likeness of eternity. The generic unity of the

world, âS the co-operation of objects in time, is what has

been ca1led to this point, Space. Space, in this sense, is
like what Paul Inleiss had in mind with his theory of the 'field'.
"A field (Existence viewed from the standpoint of other beings),

29
is a domain of comparative relations [and] is dynamic.

Inlhat has this to do with the Socratic inquiry? Tndivid-

uals are like objects; they have both an internal space and an

external space--i.e., they are at once individuals for their
olvn sake with their o\¡rn peculiar relation to Form, and are so-

cial animals. The task of the Socratic inquiry is to achieve

a communion with the internal space of individuals. This can

be achieved only by an acknowledgement of the individual qua

individual with a peculiar relation to Form. That is, the

28Tir""rr" , 37 d. 
_

29P"uL trIeiss, Mod.es of Being, p. 33.
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not to be acknowledged as

unique. The social reality

a social creature

is contingent upon

of the inquiry, is

one becomes educated

, excels in himself.

individuals. Counnunion, in the dialectic

the creation of a social space in which

up from ignorance, and thus, as a result

By way of sunmary, the Socratic inquiry, as a task in

space and an existential adventure, \¡ras found to have a num-

ber of presuppositions. Form and Space \rere singled out and

isolated in the course of these deliberations as the presup-

positions for analysis. Form was found to be metaphysically

prior, and space derivative. Hence although it is true to say

Lhat the latter is a presupposition of the Socratic inquiry,

it is not true to say that Space is a metaphysical presup-

position. For a metaphysical presupposition is a principle

of explanation, and Space, of course, does not have that status.

But Form does have the status denied of Space and is a meta-

physical presupposition. One of the tasks of the Socratic in-

quiry is to arrive at this understanding, which is, at the same

time, the final banishment of the dream-like sense we have that

everything that exists is necessarily in Space.
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